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IntroductIon

On 10-12 June 2009 there took place in Dubrovnik, Croatia, a workshop organised under the aegis 
of ECAC on the special challenges in locating and recovering aircraft and flight recorders lost 
beneath water, whether at sea or in rivers or lakes.  The report of that workshop acknowledged 
that it had met its objectives, but also that not all of the issues around underwater operations had 
yet been addressed.  In particular, the value was identified of a further workshop to consider the 
particular difficulties associated with location and recovery in deeper waters. 

A second workshop, this time 
orientated towards operations 
in such waters, was therefore 
organised by ECAC on 18-20 
October 2010 in Larnaca, Cyprus.  
Hosted with great generosity 
by the Cypriot aviation author-
ities, the workshop’s starting 
point was once again the real-
ity that any State with a coast-
line or with aircraft on its na-
tional register may find itself 
responsible for conducting an 
investigation into an accident 
either in its territorial waters 
or on the high seas. 

When an aircraft comes down in the sea, the already testing issues around access to the site and 
recovery of the wreckage and any flight recorders become doubly challenging, and potentially 
very expensive.  This challenge can be greater still, and likewise the potential expense, if the water 
in question is of considerable depth.  Its effective handling will call for a response which is rapid 
but at the same time very carefully planned, and which is coordinated across many parties. 

The Larnaca workshop was designed to provide participants with an understanding of the ele-
ments of an effective response to an accident in circumstances where an aircraft has been lost 
in deep waters, in terms both of search procedures and of the types of equipment which may be 
required.  It aimed at a sharing of learning, expertise and personal experience, and as in Dubrovnik 
in 2009 it included practical demonstrations, including at sea.

Led by M. Paul-louis arslanian as chairman of ECAC’s expert group on aircraft accident and incident 
investigation (ACC), the workshop enjoyed support from the Air Accident and Incident Investiga-
tion Board of Cyprus, and full technical assistance from the French Bureau d’Enquêtes et d’Analyses.  
It was organised in detail by a Steering Group established within ACC.  The seagoing element was 
greatly facilitated by EDT Offshore, which made available its ROV Support Vessel EDT ARES, and 
by Phoenix International, whose Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) REMORA was deployed from 
EDT ARES as part of a live exercise to demonstrate techniques suitable for deep water operations. 

The workshop was opened by Dr Erato KozaKou-Marcouli, Minister of Communications and Works 
for Cyprus, and participants were welcomed by Mr costas orPhanos, Chairman of the Cyprus Air 
Accident and Incident Investigation Board (AAIIB).  Invitations to take part had been extended 
to ECAC’s sister organisations and bilateral partners, and ACC was very pleased to welcome to 
Larnaca representatives from Morocco, Lebanon, Egypt, Singapore and China.  A list of all of the 
workshop’s participants is at Annex 2 to this report.
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Organisation	of	the	Workshop	

The first day of the workshop 
opened with feedback on the 
2009 workshop in Dubrovnik, 
as an aide-mémoire on lo-
cation and recovery proce-
dures already examined by 
ACC.  There then followed 
a series of presentations by 
ACC members and observ-
ers on past cases of under-
water recovery, and on the 
planning and organisation 
of such operations, together 
with briefings on products 
and techniques available to 
investigators.  

The second day of the workshop was devoted to practical demonstrations and exercises at sea, 
which took two forms.  One group of participants spent the day aboard EDT ARES, exploring a sce-
nario involving the supposed loss of a light aircraft in deep waters south of Cyprus.  This included 
the live deployment of the ROV REMORA to try to locate and recover the aircraft wreckage, flight 
recorders and any human remains.  A second group of workshop participants was given a dem-
onstration at sea by Advanced Concepts and Systems Architecture (ACSA), of the company’s GPS 
Intelligent Buoys (GIB) system. 

On the final day of the work-
shop, following detailed de-
briefings on the two demon-
strations, there were further 
presentations on past deep-
water recovery operations, 
including a progress report 
on the continuing work of the 
French BEA to locate Air France 
AF447 and its recorders.  The 
recommendations already 
advanced in relation to such 
operations were discussed, 
and there were further brief-
ings on products and services 
available commercially to in-
vestigators for operations in 

deep waters.  Finally, the opportunity was taken to consider the updating of draft guidance on 
underwater recovery operations derived from the Dubrovnik workshop, in light of the additional 
learning in Larnaca.

❏❏❏
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FIrst day oF the Workshop: Monday, 18 october

Chairman’s	Opening	Remarks

In responding to the welcome addresses by the Minister and Mr 
Orphanos, ACC and workshop chairman Mr arslanian expressed the 
group’s gratitude to the Cypriot authorities for the kind invitation to 
hold the meeting in their beautiful country, and for the opportunity 
this gave participants to improve their knowledge of its people, history 
and culture.  He also thanked all those, in Cyprus and elsewhere, who 
had worked so hard to prepare the workshop, including the members 
of the Steering Committee, the French BEA and its Director Mr JEan-
Paul troadEc, the ECAC Secretariat, and in particular Captain ioannis 
loizou of the Cyprus AAIIB, for his invaluable contribution.  Finally, 
Mr Arslanian thanked the workshop’s speakers and participating 
companies, as well as sponsors Cyprus Airways and the Electricity 
Authority of Cyprus.

In opening the programme of work, Mr Arslanian observed that this was the sixth such workshop 
to have been organised by ACC, under the auspices of ECAC, in order to address specific and im-
portant aspects of aviation safety investigations.  In 2000, a symposium in Tallinn had addressed 
the provision of assistance to the victims of aviation accidents and their families, and in 2002 ACC 
had reviewed in Nicosia the national implementation of aircraft accident and incident investiga-
tion requirements.  In 2005, in Bucharest, the communication aspects of accident and incident 
investigation had been considered, and in 2006, in Athens, the drafting and issuing of safety rec-
ommendations.  Most recently, the June 2009 workshop in Dubrovnik had addressed underwater 
recovery operations with an emphasis on relatively shallow waters, leading to the present exami-
nation of issues specific to operations in deeper waters.

The objectives of the workshop were to develop increased expertise and awareness within safety 
investigation authorities in Europe and beyond, on the proper handling of an aircraft accident in 
deep seas, and to foster cooperation between them.  In any investigation, access to the crash site 
and to the wreckage was of primary importance.  In cases where the aircraft crashed in the sea, 
or in difficult desert or mountainous territory, these aspects were a challenge in themselves and 
demanded an organised and rapid collective response.  Preparation and real time action were 
difficult and expensive, and their improper management might degenerate into a crisis, not to 
mention the probable loss of evidence. 

Without trying to elaborate a comprehensive list of all the challenges encountered in such cases, 
Mr Arslanian offered a few examples. 

The tools, the necessary resources and 
even the organisation needed in order 
to perform the task would be different 
according to a number of parameters, 
the depth of the water being only one 
of them.  The first step would be to 
reach as precise as possible an under-
standing of the environment and its 
specifics.  A good knowledge of the 
available tools, and of other potential 
resources, was also needed for correct 
decisions to be taken.

Information contacts, feedback loops, 
coordination with all potential part-
ners (for example, relevant military 
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and foreign affairs contacts, or colleagues from abroad) needed to be established as soon as pos-
sible — something which in the emergency circumstances generally prevailing would not always 
be straightforward.

Costs might vary dramatically, but as a rule of the thumb they would exceed the normal budget 
of any investigation authority.  Countries typically had the resources to deal with the first days of 
a crash on land: it was different when the aircraft was underwater.  Finding the budget and the 
resources would be a challenge, especially if the role of each actor on scene was not determined 
in advance.

Mr Arslanian explained that over its three days, through contacts, examples and personal experi-
ence, the workshop would seek to address the challenges and review the existing tools, in order 
to provide every participant with a comprehensive overview of what could be needed to handle 
effectively any accident situation with a deep water dimension.  The first and third days would 
focus on the different equipment and strategies available, through a number of presentations, 
and — picking up where the Dubrovnik workshop had left off — the group would review recent 
experience at sea.  Time permitting, it would also discuss how to further elaborate, in light of the 
learning in Larnaca, the draft guidelines on underwater recovery operations which had been part-
prepared during and following the Dubrovnik workshop. 

❏❏❏
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“Feedback FroM the June 2009 dubrovnIk Workshop”
a presentatIon by Mr dInko VodanoVIc, croatIan accIdent InVestIgatIon board, MInIstry 
oF the sea, transport and InFrastructure

The Dubrovnik workshop had opened with a briefing on aircraft ac-
cident investigation in Croatia, followed by a series of presentations 
by ACC members and observers on past examples of underwater re-
covery, including from lakes and rivers as well as from the sea, and 
discussion of the insurance option for the funding of expensive inves-
tigations.  The workshop’s practical exercises at sea were organised 
around a scenario involving a mid-air collision between a passenger 
airliner and a small general aviation aircraft, and involved the loca-
tion and recovery of flight recorders and a substantial piece of aircraft 
wreckage.  

Points registered in discussion in Dubrovnik included the constant 
challenge represented by the working environment at sea for any 

delicate operations, owing to the noise and movement of the vessel itself, the confined and some-
times less than laboratory-clean spaces available for working, the threat to electronics posed by 
water, and the length of time taken at sea simply to travel from point to point and turn, and 
to safely deploy and recover 
divers and inflatable craft.  
Merit was identified in estab-
lishing as much commonality 
as possible in the specification 
of equipment and software 
used by different European 
States, so that such resources 
could be loaned and used with 
ease, and shared ownership 
synergies realised. 

The strong consensus view 
amongst participants was that 
the Dubrovnik workshop had 
been very successful, with 
good presentations and valuable practical exercises.  All involved had been were conscious that 
the workshop had nonetheless addressed only some of the issues and challenges around un-
derwater operations, and that the opportunity should be found to discuss what other elements 
the group should address, including consideration of the factors around recovery operations in 
deeper water. 
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“products and assIstance proposed by atlas MarIdan”

a presentatIon by Jesper baunsgaard, atLas MarIdan, denMark

Atlas Maridan is wholly owned by Atlas Elektronik of Bremen, Germany 
and has its headquarters in Hoersholm, Denmark.  Mr Baunsgaard fol-
lowed up the Dubrovnik presentation on the company’s Autonomous 
Underwater Vehicle (AUV) ‘Martin’ with one on its more sophisticated, 
free-swimming search robot ‘SeaOtter’ Mk II.

‘SeaOtter’ Mk II offered multiple sensors on a single stable vehicle, 
with a data output which was time-stamped and geo-located.  It was 
containerised, mobile and had a survey crew of three, and as a bat-
tery-powered AUV it offered advantages over any ROV in being un-
tethered, operable using its own navigation suite.  It was capable of 
parallel operations with its support vessel, for rapid searching, and 
had sled-mounted payload capability for easy integration.  It could be 

leased with or without its crew, and could be made available via a call-off contract.  

SeaOtter Mk II’s payload could include a Synthetic Aperture Sonar (Vision 600) with a 200m Swath 
at a constant 25mm/1 inch resolution specification.  It could carry, simultaneously, a Reson 7125 

multibeam echosounder, a L3 Klein 3000 side-scan 
sonar, a GeoAcoustics GeoChirp sub bottom pro-
filer, and a camera.  It had an obstacle avoidance 
capability, and could be configured with a sensor 
selection tailored for the particular mission pur-
pose, including a pinger locator.  For core vehicle 

and navigation specifications, see the slides repro-
duced at Annex 1 to this report.
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“deep Water salvage oF dItched aIrcraFt: 
uk MInIstry oF deFence salvage and MarIne operatIons proJect teaM”

a presentatIon by JaMes Ward, royaL naVy, unIted kIngdoM

The UK Ministry of Defence’s Salvage and Marine Operations unit had 
over a century’s experience in recovering man-made objects from the 
sea, having been formed in 1906 following the grounding of the Brit-
ish battleship HMS Montagu and the subsequent recommendation 
that a professional salvage organisation be established.  Notable past 
operations had included the 1954 Comet G-ALYY accident, the recov-
ery five years later of an RAF Victor MkII, and two Nimrod recoveries 
in 1995.  Since 
then the unit 
had been in-
volved in re-
covery opera-
tions involving 

forty aircraft of all kinds, including helicop-
ters.

The civilian-manned unit was headquar-
tered at Bath in south west England, and 
had Marine Salvage out-stations at Green-
ock (Scotland) and Plymouth.  It held a 
small amount of high-value air-portable 
equipment, otherwise hiring in platforms 
and other tools, and an annual operating 
budget of some £5m.  Aircraft recovery 
tasks had been undertaken by the unit at 

depths of up to 4,000 metres, in a variety of seabed conditions.  Increasingly, the team was called 
upon to recover such objects as weapons systems and autonomous air and under water vehicles, 
often small in size and not generally fitted with locator beacons.  

Mr Ward presented as case studies two particular recovery operations undertaken by the Salvage 
and Marine Operations team.

In December 1994, a Royal Navy Sea Har-
rier was lost in the Adriatic Sea during a 
carrier deck landing, sinking in 720 metres 

of water.  The aircraft was located on the seabed 
using the GPS fix made at the time of the accident, 
combined with its sonar locator signal picked up 
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by three hydrophones.  Photographic evidence and eyewitness accounts having indicated that 
the aircraft was virtually intact, the Dynamic Positioning Vessel AQUAMARINE was contracted, to-
gether with a “Super Scorpio” work class ROV.  Once on site, the ROV undertook a series of north/
south runs using side-scan sonar at 50m range, in poor seabed visibility.  After delays occasioned 
by malfunctions of both the ROV and aboard the AQUAMARINE, a section of wing was located 
348 metres north east of the datum position, and the main body of the aircraft, inverted, some 
360 metres from that position on the same heading.  The aircraft was recovered in deteriorating 
weather, using strops attached by the ROV to the main and nose undercarriage, in an operation 
during which the ROV’s (single) manipulator was damaged.  In subsequent ROV dives the sepa-
rated wing section and ejector seat were recovered, the grappling hook being manoeuvred using 
the AQUAMARINE’s Dynamic Positioning capability.   

The second case study concerned the loss in June 2002, following a catastrophic engine failure, of 
a Royal Navy Lynx Mk 8 helicopter operating from HMS Richmond 200 miles off Cape Hatteras in 
the Atlantic.  The locator beacon was understood to have ceased operating after eight hours, and 
the recovery operation was rendered additionally complex by the need to deal with armaments 
carried by the Lynx.  A contract was signed with Oceaneering International for the hire of the Dy-
namic Positioning Vessel THE PERFORMER, equipped with a Deep Ocean Side-scan Sonar vehicle 
(DOSS) and a Magellan 750 ROV. 

On arrival on site, a search pattern grid was 
established for a box measuring 4000 me-
tres by 2000 metres, with a lane width of 150 
metres, using estimates of the aircraft’s drift 
on sinking and with the direction of search 
aligned with the expected sea surface current. 
Deployed on this grid, the DOSS identified a 
number of potential targets to the north east 
of the initial search area, although no locator 

beacon signal had been detected.  The search pattern was extended 3000 metres in this direction 
and in time a firm contact was made.  The subsequent ROV operations were much prolonged by 
technical faults on the vehicle, but the contact was at length confirmed as the Lynx, inverted at a 
depth of 3837 metres, some 800m from the initially estimated position.

The aircraft’s missile, still attached to its weapon carrier, was the first concern of the recovery 
team. It was able to be separated from the wreck using a special tool fabricated to a Royal Navy 
pattern, wielded by the ROV manipulators.  A main lift line was attached to the helicopter’s ‘Semi 
Automatic Cargo Release Unit’ hook, that being the strong point on the Lynx for carrying under-
slung loads.  Strops, not intended to be load-bearing, were attached to the three undercarriage 
points, in case the aircraft broke up during the lift.  The initial lift failed when chafing led to the 
parting of the line, and a stronger cable had to be substituted.  Once the ROV had been deployed 
to clear the wreckage of fallen line, 
and following further delays caused 
by a tropical storm, the Lynx was 
lifted at a rate of some 10 metres 
per minute and brought aboard THE 
PERFORMER with minimal collateral 
damage.  

Amongst the lessons learned from 
this recovery operation was the value 
of having contingency arrange-
ments and equipment in place, as 
demonstrated in the need to use an 
alternate main lift line, and the call 
which was made on THE PERFORMER’s stock of transponders (these having proved surprisingly 
unreliable).  There were also on board THE PERFORMER an additional ROV and a spare umbilical 
for use with the ROV/DOSS, although neither proved to be needed.
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“data recovery — a salvor’s perspectIve: 
uk MInIstry oF deFence salvage and MarIne operatIons proJect teaM”

a presentatIon by Mark LoughLIn, royaL naVy, unIted kIngdoM 

Mr Loughlin presented an overview of a typical vessel selection and 
charter exercise for the salvage of an aircraft lost at sea, identifying 
the main options and highlighting key risks and pitfalls.

The supposed location of the aircraft/recorders was the key factor in 
vessel selection: the depth and visibility of the water, the currents and 
tides, and the prevailing weather.  Also important were the proximity 
of the nearest useful port and the availability of suitable vessels in the 
region.  The depth of the aircraft/recorders was the primary constraint 
on the recovery options, with air diving feasible at depths up to 35 
metres, saturation diving at up to 500 metres, work class ROVs at up to 
2000 metres1, specialist ROVs at up to 6000 metres, and very specialist 
(and scarce) ROVs at below that depth.  The strengths and weaknesses 

of each of these options are detailed in the slides 
reproduced at Annex 1 to this report.

In approaching the vessel chartering market it 
was important to issue, through ship brokers, 
a “Statement of Requirements”, indicating the 
deadline for responses.  This Statement should 
specify the size of the lost aircraft (which would 
dictate eg the craneage and deck space needed), 
the depth of the crash site, any human remains is-
sues, the expected duration of the operation, any 
ancillary issues (eg need for a heli-deck), and any 
auditing and certification requirements.  In then 
selecting from the proffered vessels, the questions to be addressed would include the capability 
of the vessel to perform the required task in the time available, its present location and availabil-
ity, and the entire charter cost, including transit times and mobilisation/de-mobilisation.  The last 
of these factors needed particular attention: either a fixed price or a daily rate might apply, and 
there may be “hidden” costs, for example that of the time taken for divers to decompress, which 
may be up to a week.

Most of the vessels suitable for aircraft salvage were employed in support of the offshore oil and 
gas sector, notably in the North Sea, the Arabian Gulf, the Gulf of Mexico and in the seas off West 
Africa.  The chartering of a saturation diving vessel in the North Sea might cost £150,000 (173,000 
euro) per day, and larger vessels may carry a crew of 70-80 persons. 

Very few vessels were designed and fitted to support operations at depths of more than 2000 
metres, and so it may be necessary to charter the vessel and hire the additional equipment sepa-
rately.  This can however give rise to complications in relation to compatibility (power supplies, 
deck loadings etc).  The suppliers of an ROV would specify the dynamic positioning capability (ie 
DP0, DP1, DP2 or DP3) needed of the vessel from which it could be operated.  The total cost of a 
vessel charter might be simply stated as “Mobilisation + (daily rate x duration) + demobilisation”.

It was very important for the charterer, as “principal contractor”, to be aware of any shared respon-
sibilities it may have assumed, for example in relation to a sub-sea pipeline being damaged by 
the vessel during the recovery operation.  It was also important to establish that the vessel had 
the required certification, and to see evidence of appropriate safety equipment, training, mainte-
nance, pollution insurance etc; of its certification by the Flag State and Classification Society; its 
Common Marine Inspection Document audit; its Diving Equipment Systems Inspection Guidance 
Notes audit; and evidence of its Safety Management System.  
___________________
1   It was noted in discussion that modern work class ROVs could today operate at up to 3000 metres.
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An important player in all of this was the International Maritime Contractors Association, which 
represented offshore, marine and underwater engineering companies.  Separate categories ex-
isted for contractors, suppliers of equipment, consultancies and training providers, and guidance 
was offered on all areas of offshore operations.

In sum: vessel chartering is complex and can be costly - but can be even more expensive if mistakes 
are made.  It is important to obtain as much advance information as possible about the nature of 
the crash site, and about the capabilities of the vessel intended to be hired, before chartering, 
and similarly to understand the nature of the task before selecting the other tools.  The contract 
(“charter party”) with the vessel provider should be checked carefully for its fairness and balance. 
And finally - employing an expert is expensive, but not as expensive as employing a non-expert.
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“revIeW oF atr 72 ts-lbb search and recovery operatIon”

a presentatIon by MarIo coLaVIta, agenzIa nazIonaLe per La sIcurezza deL VoLo, ItaLy

Mr Colavita presented as a case study the location and recovery of ATR 
72-202 TS-LBB, which in August 2005 ditched off Palermo following a 
dual engine failure, with 39 persons on board.  On impact, the aircraft 
broke into three parts, with 16 of those aboard suffering fatal injuries, 
and all of the remainder incurring serious or minor injuries.

The Palermo airport tower launched the search and rescue operation, 
advising the nearest Coast Guard Maritime Rescue Sub Centre of the 
point of impact.  In the course of the ensuing operation thirteen pa-
trol boats, two zodiacs, a water ambulance and three helicopters were 
deployed, under the coordination of the Coast Guard.  The crash site 
was reached first by a helicopter some 31 minutes after the accident.

The forward and rear sections of the ATR (the latter 
containing the flight recorder fittings) sank some 
45/50 minutes after the ditching, in around 1500 me-
tres of water.  The central (ie wing and engines) sec-
tion stayed afloat until recovered later the same day, 
and was climbed onto by survivors.

The location and recovery operation was coordinated 
by the Italian Navy, with the missing parts of the air-
craft being found after a three and a half day search 
of a 10x10 nautical mile square, centred on the loca-
tion of the wing section, by the ocean research vessel 
AMMIRAGLIO MAGNAGHI and the oceanography ship 
UNIVERSITATIS.  The search was conducted using a 
multibeam acoustic sounder (ELAC BOTTOMCHART Mk II, 50 KHz), with a 50% overlap between 
search lines spaced at 1000 metres and orientated east/west.  The vessel speed was 3 to 6 knots.

In narrowing the search to an area of 2.5 
sq kms a single beam acoustic sounder 
was also deployed (SIMRAD EA 6000, 
38 KHz), with the track spacing for this 
phase reduced to 100 metres and the 
orientation both east/west and north/
south.  There then followed a side-scan 
sonar search, the sonar being towed by 
a REMORA 6000 ROV supplied by Phoenix 
International and operated from the EDT 
ARES, onto which the tail section of the 

ATR was subsequently recovered.  The cockpit voice recorder was found in place in the wreckage, but 
the flight data recorder was missing.  It was subsequently located 
and recovered following detection of its 37.5 KHz pinger signal.   

The lessons taken away from this operation by the Italian authori-
ties included the considerable challenge posed by identifying and 
deploying the necessary resources, under tight time constraints, 
and the need for careful coordination across many different actors.  
The international dimension was critical, as too were the relation-
ship with the judicial authority, and the communications aspect, 
with the media, the relatives of the victims, and public opinion 
generally.   
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“plannIng and coordInatIon oF search and rescue operatIons In the event 
oF an aIrcraFt accIdent at sea”

a presentatIon by Lt. VaLerIo MazzarIno, ItaLIan coast guard headquarters

The Italian Coastguard is a unit of the Italian Navy employing some 
11,000 persons, its activities coordinated by the Ministry of Transport. 
It is a focus for all maritime activity, including in relation not only to 
SAR but also to environmental protection, fishing, maritime heritage, 
defence and judicial affairs. 

The Coastguard’s search and rescue function is headquartered in Rome 
but has 16 Maritime Rescue Coordination Centres and 227 smaller 
Coast Guard Units.  It operates 20 aircraft (including 12 helicopters) 
from 3 aerodromes, in Northern and Central Italy and in Sicily; and 
some four 
hundred vessels 
operated from 

113 naval bases.  40 of these vessels are long 
endurance patrol boats, 95 are all weather 
search and rescue boats, and 265 are coastal 
patrol boats.  In 2011, the Coastguard will 
take delivery of a new, multi-role vessel 
(pictured below) equipped with an ROV and 
side scan sonar able to operate to a depth 
of 2500 meters.  This would be available for 
inter-governmental loan.  The Coastguard 
presently has five groups of divers, with 80 

divers in all, and an ROV able to operate to a 
depth of 300 metres. 

The Coastguard’s Contingency Plan for SAR 
operations is based on prompt receipt of any 
alarm, clear and simple procedures, and good 
high-level coordination.  Its local risk assess-
ment procedure takes account of the location 
of coastal airports, take-off, flight and landing 
routes, seabed morphology, prevailing winds 
and currents, areas for anchorage, and any 

danger areas.  A holistic approach is taken in the event of an alarm, bringing together the ATS pro-
vider, civil aviation entities, the SAR organisation, and civil protection agencies.  There is reliance 
upon a pre-planned sea/port interface, with eg disem-
barkation, helipad, mobile communications, first aid, 
and SAR boats waiting areas all defined in advance.  
Further detail of the Coastguard’s incident planning 
and coordination arrangements is in the slides repro-
duced at Annex 1 to this report.  

The Coastguard also has an important training ele-
ment, with a course for SAR operators provided by the 
ANSV’s safety investigators.  There is also joint training 
by the ANSV and Coastguard, an operational informa-
tion exchange, and joint exercises.  Exercises are also 
conducted with other States, with invited internation-
al observers.   
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“advanced technologIes For haystack FIndIng, needles posItIonIng and 
black boxes recovery”

a presentatIon by hubert thoMas, adVanced concepts and systeMs archItecture (acsa)

Mr Thomas suggested that efficiency in location and recovery was 
best secured through a careful sequencing of the operational phases, 
step by step.  This began with gaining an understanding of the ac-
cident environment, and progressed through location of the general 
area of the loss (the “hay stack”); location of the underwater location 
beacons (ULBs) attached to the recorders (the “needles”); determina-
tion of the depth of the wreckage; selection of an appropriate means 
of recovery; and then a recovery which homed directly and speedily 
onto the targets (VDR and FDR).

The solution offered by ACSA to the need to locate wreckage accu-
rately and quickly involved a team of 2 or 3 experts, lightweight 

equipment able to be carried on commercial airlines, and use of a “vessel of opportunity” on 
site.  ACSA’s new product DETECTOR-1000 offered a very long detection range.  It was used 
to locate the “haystack” over a very wide search area, by conducting stations spaced at 1.7 
times the detection range.  (In deep water, the grid size could be as large as 10 kilometers).  A 
ship with a transit speed of 20 knots would achieve a coverage rate of 176 square kilometers 
per hour.  DETECTOR-1000 is a Dip Detector which is deployed below the thermocline 
and sea surface noise.  Once it has acquired the pinger signal for five minutes it is re-
covered aboard and dipped again at a second location, in order to generate a homing 
direction.  Its operation is not dependent on weather conditions.  More details of its 
capabilities are in the slides reproduced at Annex 1 to this report.

The next step was locating the “needles”.  At a water depth of up to 300 meters, 
this could be accomplished by ACSA’s GIB-Lite product, and by GIB-Plus for 
depths up to 2000 meters.  Guiding the recovery team to the wreckage at up to 
300 metres was possible using GIB-Lite, with the vessel’s USBL used for wreck-
age lost at greater depths.

ACSA’s GIB buoys comprise a GPS receiver, an acoustic receiver, and a UHF radio.  With these, a 
positioning accuracy of up to within 1 metre for the pinger being sought was possible: during a 
recent ACSA operation in more than 1000 metres of water it had taken only 15 minutes for the ROV 
to find the lost aircraft using coordinates calculated using GIB buoys data.  GIB equipment had 
been used in the recovery operation for the 2004 Flash Airlines crash at Sharm El Sheikh, the 2006 
Airbus Black Sea Sochi crash, and for the recovery of a military helicopter in the Red Sea in 2007.

In 26% of accidents, the ULB becomes separated from the flight recorder.  Further, in some cases, 
recorders are buried. ACSA’s “Red Stripe 
Lemon Float” addressed this by enabling 
the recorder’s position to be evident 
when below mud during imaging dives, 
allowing for homing by the recovery ro-
bot and automatic recovery.  Its vertical 
float line facilitates gripping in automatic 
mode.

This float (pictured here and on page 19) 
was of particular interest for a new fam-
ily of underwater robots arriving on the 
market, called ‘Hybrid ROVs’.  These are 
unmanned vehicles able to be operated 
either in an autonomous mode or by re-
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mote control from the surface with only an expendable fibre connecting the vehicle to a surface 
drift buoy.  The key feature of the HROV is that it does not require the involvement of a ship with 
Dynamic Positioning, and thus offers a very significant advantage in search and recovery opera-
tions.  The same vehicle can undertake seabed mapping and recorder recovery.

❏❏❏
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second day oF the Workshop: tuesday, 19 october

Aircraft Location and Recovery Demonstration
by EDT Offshore and Phoenix International 

The scenario for the day’s principal demonstration was the loss at sea of a Cessna C152 en route 
from Larnaca to Beirut.  The aircraft had taken off at 8.30am, and was reported at 8.55pm to be 
ditching following engine failure.  ATC contact was lost at 8.59am, immediately following which 
the Larnaca Tower initiated a Crash Alarm.  Soon afterwards, debris was spotted in the sea by a 
passing merchant vessel, and by 9.30am the Cyprus AAIIB had contacted EDT Offshore to give it 
the go-ahead to begin a search and recovery operation. 

EDT Offshore deployed the EDT ARES, a Dynamic Position (DP2) vessel equipped with a 30 tonne 
Hydramarine Knuckle Boom Crane, a 15 tonne Hydralift Stiff Boom, and a 25 tonne A-Frame.  The 
vessels carried Phoenix International’s REMORA ROV, capable of operating at up to 6,000 metres 
and equipped with twin manipulators and a 37.5 KHz homing device.  The EDT ARES carried a 
basket compatible with REMORA operations, for collecting debris and (separately) any human 
remains. 

The EDT ARES transited to the crash location 
(as notified by the merchant vessel), and at 
11.45am the ROV was lowered into the sea.  
It reached bottom at 11.52am, where it was 
joined at 12.03pm by the collection basket 

lowered from EDT ARES.  The ROV search be-
gan with a 360° sweep using the REMORA’s di-
rectional hydrophone, visual cameras, and for-
ward-looking sonar.  Two pings were heard, and 
the REMORA was 
steered on a bearing 

towards the stronger of the two.  At 12.13pm visual contact was made 
with the aircraft wreckage, which was identified as the source of the 
37.5 KHz ping. 

The options at this stage were to survey the site; to survey the wreck-
age taking images of the instrument panel and locating the ULB; or to 
locate the second ULB. As it was proving difficult to get a good fix on 
the second ULB it was decided to recover the wreckage, and so in the 
process remove one beacon from the water.  By 13.08pm the aircraft 
had been rigged for recovery by the REMORA, and by 13.24pm it had 
been lifted onto the deck of the EDT ARES and secured there.  

The search for the second ULB was then resumed but homing in on the 
pinger continued to be problematic.  The options were to establish a 
search grid, or to triangulate on the signal from three or more locations.  
But at this point the time available for the exercise expired, and the op-
eration was concluded by the recovery of the REMORA and basket, and 
the EDT ARES’ return to Limassol port.  
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Those workshop participants not involved in the ACSA demonstrations (see page 19) spent the 
day aboard the EDT ARES, witnessing the launch and recovery of the REMORA and able to follow 
live and in detail its search and location of the Cessna C152 wreckage via the REMORA’s under-
water TV camera feed.  Participants were later able to witness the recovery aboard the EDT ARES 
of the wreckage of the aircraft.  Live commentary was provided during critical parts of the search 
and recovery operations, and participants were also fully briefed on the operation of the vessel, 
including through visits to the Dynamic Positioning station on the ship’s bridge, the survey room, 
and to the control room from which the REMORA was steered.   

❏❏❏
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Advanced Concepts and Systems Architecture (ACSA) 
Demonstration of GIB-Lite System 

The ACSA GIB-Lite demonstration set out to show that positioning accuracy is a key to success in 
search and recovery operations.

The exercise was conducted in the waters off 
Limassol old port, and involved the transporting 
of workshop participants aboard the work boat 
CYDIVE II to the exercise area; the dropping at 
random of an Underwater Locator Beacon (ULB); 
the depositing in the surrounding waters of four 
GIB-Lite buoys and use of their GPS telemetry to 
estimate the ULB’s longitude and latitude, and 
the depth of the water in which it lay; the drop-
ping and mooring of a weighted line, fitted with 
a transponder, over the ULB’s calculated location; 
the descent of a diver down the line and his guid-
ance to the ULB; and recovery of the ULB and asso-
ciated flight recorder using a inflatable red float. 

The exercise was conducted 
twice during the day to al-
low as many workshop par-
ticipants as possible to witness 
the operation.  The time taken 
for the different elements of 
the exercise was shorter, in 
some cases considerably so, 
during the second exercise, 
demonstrating the value of 
experience and training.  The 
operation was wholly success-

ful in each case, but whereas the first exercise took 2.3 hours, 
the second took only 1.5 hours. 

❏❏❏
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thIrd day oF the Workshop: Wednesday 20 october

The final day of the workshop opened with a de-briefing on the previous day’s demonstrations. 
This fed into the discussions which followed, on the updating of guidelines for use by those in-
volved in underwater location and recovery operations.

Completion	of	the	Preliminary	Guidelines	part-prepared	following	the	
Dubrovnik	Workshop

Following the Dubrovnik workshop in 2009 some preliminary guidelines on underwater recov-
ery operations were part-prepared by participants, to capture the learning from the workshop.  
The Chairman explained that the opportunity would now be taken to revisit and complete these 
guidelines in light of the additional learning from the present workshop, for example to include 
material bearing on vessel chartering, on the benefits of sequencing carefully the elements of a 
location and recovery operation, on the management of human remains and personal belongings, 
and on arrangements for handling victims’ relatives.  The guidance would also be updated in its 
coverage of the equipment available for operations at sea.    

Consideration was given by participants to how much and which parts of the wreckage of an air-
craft, apart from the flight recorders, should be recovered, following an accident in water.  After 
a thorough mapping of the wreckage and documentation of the various parts present on the 
seabed, there was an argument for recovering only those which were judged to be relevant to 
identifying the cause of the loss, especially if the aircraft in question was very large and the plat-
form’s deck space limited.  In the case of the Airbus A320 lost off Perpignan in November 2008, 
the investigators present on board the recovery vessel had, following an analysis of the wreckage 
and of the existing data, established a “shopping list” of those parts of the aircraft they believed it 
would be desirable for the divers to recover.  No attempt had been made to raise the whole of the 
wreck.  It was recalled that the search phase of the investigation into the loss of TWA 800, in July 
1996, had been prolonged by two years in order to look for certain specific parts of the aircraft, 
which were never in the event located.  

The counter-argument was made, that once the recovery platform was on site, and those costs 
incurred, it was both a false economy and more straightforward to recover as much as possible 
of the wreckage and only then undertake the examination of key parts, in an easier environment. 
While on the seabed the wreckage would moreover be subject to movement by currents, confus-
ing the evidential record.  It was pointed out that such a strategy was more appropriate where the 
accident involved a small aircraft, especially when its components were not too widely scattered, 
and that the availability of the necessary facilities on land to store correctly the recovered parts 
and to work on them was also an important element to take into consideration.  Reducing the 
number of days at sea was not necessarily a global economy for the investigation, nor a guarantee 
of efficiency.  In short, both arguments had their strengths, and it was a matter of balancing the 
various considerations.   

It was agreed that the workshop’s Steering Group should revise the draft guidelines, including in 
light of comments offered in writing by the workshop’s participants, with a view to them being 
considered at the December 2010 meeting of the ACC. In due course the ICAO Secretariat would 
be informed of this work.
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Further	Presentations

There were then the following additional presentations on issues associated with underwater 
recovery. 

“Fugro: an IntroductIon to a coMMercIal geoscIence contractor WIth a 
truly global reach

a presentatIon by erIc robertson, Fugro surVey LIMIted, unIted kIngdoM

Mr Robertson first provided participants with an overview of Fugro, as 
a leading service provider in the collection and interpretation of data 
relating to the earth’s surface and sub-surface, and in the support of 
infrastructure developments on land, at the coast and on the seabed. 
Amongst its resources Fugro counted 50 vessels, 50 aircraft, 126 ROVs 
and 8 Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs). More detail of these 
and other Fugro services and resources is in the slides at Annex 1 to 
this report. 

Mr Robertson then gave a presentation focused on Fugro’s AUV capa-
bilities. These included deployment of the Echo Surveyor, Echo Map-
per, Remus and Gavia Surveyor Hafmynd ranges of AUV.  These carried 

essentially standard sensors, but their untethered operation allowed for efficient working in re-
mote and challenging waters. Seabed surveys and pipeline inspections and route reconnaissance 
had been carried out at depths of 3000 metres and beyond.  
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“the aIr IndIa accIdent: a truly InternatIonal eFFort”

a presentatIon by Jurgen Whyte, aIr accIdent InVestIgatIon unIt, IreLand

	
Mr Whyte described the search, rescue and wreckage recovery opera-
tion which followed the loss on 23 June 1985 of Air India Boeing B747 
VT-EFO.  The aircraft was en route from Montreal to London as flight 
AI-182, but fell into the sea some 100 miles off the south west coast of 
Ireland, in international waters, with the loss of all 329 lives on board.   

Under ICAO Annex 13, responsibility for investigating the accident lay 
with India as State of Operator and Registration.  India fully accepted 
this responsibility and accordingly ran the investigation, with interna-
tional assistance, and compiled and published the Final Report.  An 
Indian Justice was appointed to oversee the entire investigation, and 
a Court was set up for that purpose.  The Court then appointed an 
Investigator-in-Charge (IIC) to carry out the investigation.  A team of 

Indian officials at once flew to Cork, Ireland, arriving on 24 June. 

The early stages of the emergency response saw all local shipping directed to proceed to radar 
position 51N 12°50W.  Cork Regional Hospital, the nearest A&E hospital, was alerted to a possible 
influx of casualties, and all ATC, radar and telephone recordings were impounded.  Within an hour 
of the loss of radar contact, UK Royal Air 
Force Nimrod and Sea King aircraft were 
en route to the location, and very soon 
afterwards an ELT signal was detected 
by Shanwick Oceanic Control.  Life rafts, 
wreckage and bodies were sighted float-
ing in the water, and a prohibited flying 
area was established with a 40 mile radius 
up to 5,000 feet. 

A Control Centre was set up at Cork Air-
port for the coordination of the ships in-
volved in the body and wreckage recov-
ery operation at the accident site.  This 
was manned by Canadian, Indian, Irish and US representatives, with Indian naval officers in overall 
control.  The Irish naval vessel LE AISLING assumed the role of on-scene-commander at sea.  The 
first day of the operation saw the recovery of 130 bodies, and another was recovered the following 
day.  In all, only 39% of all those on board were recovered.

The bodies of the victims were brought under military and police escort to Cork Regional Hospital, 
labelled numerically and formally certified as dead.  A Senior Registrar with detailed knowledge 

of Indian Customs and Traditions was 
appointed.  Five refrigerated contain-
ers were used to hold the bodies. 
Post-mortems were conducted by 
three pathologists, and by 28 June all 
victims had been photographed and 
fingerprinted, subjected to autopsy, 
forensic and dental examination, 
embalmed, x-rayed and coffined.  
Through the Interpol pink/yellow 
form process, identification of the vic-
tims followed, and photographs were 
taken and shown to the relatives prior 
to viewing.
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Relatives arrived in Cork in very large numbers, showing a strong wish to be physically and psy-
chologically close to their loved ones.  All but 49 of the dead were Canadians of Indian origin, with 
various religious beliefs, cultures and customs.  Each family of relatives had assigned to it a police 
officer and counsellor, and accommodation was provided in local hotels and family homes within 
a 20 mile radius.  The visual identifications took place between 27 June and 6 August.  The formal 
inquest into the deaths by an Irish Coroner was held between 17 and 23 September, with verdicts 
returned in accordance with the medical and pathological evidence.

The investigation of the accident was 
undertaken through the formation of a 
number of working groups of technical 
experts from Canada, India, the UK and the 
USA.  The remits of each group are detailed 
in the slides reproduced in the Annex to 
this report.  The recovery operation, which 
was coordinated by the Indian Court, saw 
the two flight recorders recovered on 9 July 
(CVR) and 10 July (DFDR) respectively, using 
three vessels and the submersible tethered 
robots SCARAB I and II, able to operate at up 
to 1800 metres.  The robots operated to the 
maximum of their capability in recovering 
the recorders. These were found to be in 
generally good condition, and after being specially packed they were taken to Bombay under 
Indian escort for download.

The wreckage salvaged from the sea was first examined visually at Cork by a committee of in-
ternational experts.  For further wreckage recovery, an Indian assessor and aircraft maintenance 
personnel were located on the wreckage recovery ship.  They were supplied with recorded video 
and still photography from the seabed, and used manufacturers’ drawings, parts catalogues, wir-
ing diagrams and manuals to identify the individual items.  All recovered components/parts were 
washed and treated with corrosion-inhibiting compounds.  Each item was inspected, observa-
tions recorded and labelled.  Any significant items were segregated for further examination.  This 
operation was completed by 1 October.  The next phase was to recover significant wreckage and 
parts from the seabed.  This operation began in the first week of November, and lasted for approxi-
mately one month.  All significant wreckage was then transported to the Bhaba Atomic Research 
Centre at Bombay for further examination.

Of particular interest was Target 362 “Forward Cargo Skin” and Target 399 “Fuselage around 2R 
door”.  The Final Report of the investigation stated:- 

“A metallurgical examination, espe-
cially of Target 362 and Target 399, 
clearly confirms that there was an ex-
plosion in the forward cargo compart-
ment.  Microscopy around some of the 
holes discloses that they have such 
characteristics like twinning which can 
be present only if the holes had been 
punctured due to the detonation of an 
explosive device”.
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“status oF the prosas surveyor ps60-6000 deep toW synthetIc aper-
ture sonar (sas) systeM”

a presentatIon by coLIn steWart, WILLIaMson and assocIates, Inc

Mr Stewart first described Williamson and Associates, as a Seattle 
based marine geophysical consulting firm providing object search 
and identification services, engaged in cable and pipeline route sur-
veying and the undertaking of hydrographic and geophysical surveys. 

Mr Stewart then gave a presentation on the ProSAS-60 6000 metre 
rated Synthetic Aperture Sonar System, developed in concert with 
Applied Signal Tech-
nology Inc. This 
deep-tow concept 
synthesized a long 
sonar array by com-
bining a succession 

of pings. The equipment comprised a towed 
2000 lb depressor weight followed by a 50 metre 
buoyant tether to a neutrally buoyant tow body/
sensor platform.  This platform housed the SAS 
sonar electronics, a Kearfott T-18 INS, a Teledyne 
RDI 150 KHz DVL, an IXSEA Posidonia SSBL, a 
Paroscientific Digiquartz Depth Sensor, an AML 
Oceanographic Sound Velocity Profiler, and a 
Xenon strobe / RDF beacon. Detail of the sonar 
navigation design, the Projector Arrays and the 
Receive Array Modules are in the slides repro-
duced at Annex 1 to this report. 

The ProSAS Surveyor PS60-6000 was presently in the build and procurement phase, with inte-
gration and testing due to take place between October and December 2010 and sea trials from 
December to mid-January 2011.  It was expected to be available from that date.  Future upgrades 
would include dual transmitters (Projectors) to double the area coverage rate, a gap-filling sonar 
with a similar resolution providing imagery and bathymetry, and AUV implementation. 
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“update on the aF447 sea search operatIons”

a presentatIon by oLIVIer Ferrante, bureau d’enquêtes et d’anaLyses pour La sécurIté de 
L’aVIatIon cIVILe, France

Mr Ferrante reminded the workshop’s participants of the circumstanc-
es in which Air France AF447 had been lost in the mid-Atlantic on 1 
June 2009, and of the air and sea assets which had been involved in the 
search for the wreckage and flight recorders, thus far without success.   

The original search plan had addressed a circle with a radius of 40 nau-
tical miles around the aircraft’s last known position.  The search was 
rendered difficult by the mountainous seabed (beneath waters which 
varied in depth from about 800 to 4,600 metres), and the lack of knowl-
edge of currents in these waters from 1 to 6 June 2009.  The latter prob-
lem rendered imprecise the retro-drift calculations.   

The first phase of the operation (10 June to 10 July 2009) had been an 
acoustic search, undertaken under extreme time pressure, for signals from the aircraft’s ULBs, using 
Towed Pinger Locators (TPLs) deployed from the ocean-going tugs FAIRMOUNT EXPEDITION and 

FAIRMOUNT GLACIER.  The oceanographic vessel POUR-
QUOI PAS? (operated by IFREMER) and the French Navy 

were also involved in this first campaign.  During this phase an acoustic device (a hybrid-hydro-
phone that translates acoustic frequencies) relayed to the surface faint sounds, initially difficult to 
classify, emitted by whales.

Phase Two (27 July to 17 August 2009) had involved a wreckage search by 
the vessel POURQUOI PAS? using a hull-mounted multibeam sonar, and 
a side-scan sonar towed at some 2 knots about 70-100 metres above the 

seabed.  With a swath 
of 1500 metres, some 
100 square kilometres 
of seabed had been 
examined each day.  
Visual verification of 
targets could only be undertaken by the ROV 
Victor, which proved a very useful asset in rug-
ged seabed terrain.  The only drawback to its 
use lay in its daily coverage, which was much 
smaller than that possible with assets such as 
deep towed sonars or autonomous underwater 
vehicles (AUV).  
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Phase Three (2 to 25 April 2010, and 3 to 24 May 
2010) saw searches using REMUS and ORION 
side-scan sonars.  The search preparations 
involved the determination of a new search area, 
based on wider data collection, work on the 
models, new reverse-drift simulations, and cross-
checking with other sources.  The searches were 
undertaken using the vessels SEABED WORKER 
and ANN CANDIES, and involved support from 
the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute and the 
US Navy/Phoenix International.  The equipment 
deployed comprised three REMUS 6000 AUVs, 
TRITON and CURV21 ROVs, and an ORION Side 
Scan Sonar.  Despite the coverage of 6300 km2, 
no successful results were obtained during this 
third campaign. 

In June 2010 specialised drift measurement buoys were dropped at the assumed crash site, in or-
der to investigate the currents prevailing at this point in the year at this location.  The very varied 
tracks they followed underlined the difficulties of modelling currents in these latitudes and at this 
season. (See photograph below.)

The approximate cost of the original AF447 search and rescue operation was 80 million euros, spent 
mostly by the Brazilian and French armed forces. Other countries, such as the United States, were also 
involved in the search and rescue effort.  Phases One to Three of the underwater search had cost an 
additional 23 million euros.  This had been a complex, long-lasting and demanding operation for the 
French BEA and its partners, but it had received excellent support from international partners.  Estab-
lishing the feasibility of searching such a very large and difficult area of the seabed represented in 
itself a considerable achievement, and the investigation had also already made possible the develop-
ment of a number of recommendations by the relevant ICAO working groups.  The ICAO High Level 
Safety Conference of Spring 2010 had reached the important conclusion that “It is not acceptable that 
an accident cannot be completely investigated due to the lack of recorded data”.
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“lessons learned FroM the recent underWater recovery operatIon oFF the 
coMoros Islands”
a presentatIon by oLIVIer Ferrante, bureau d’enquêtes et d’anaLyses pour La sécurIté de 
L’aVIatIon cIVILe, France

On 30 June 2009, a Yemenia Airbus A310 was lost off the coast of the Comoros Islands, on approach 
to Moroni Airport.  Of the 153 people on board, only one survived.  Very strong currents to the north 
resulted in debris and bodies being found in Tanzania and Kenya.  The investigation was conducted 
by the Comoros aviation authorities, and operations at sea were delegated to the BEA.

The earlier Flash Airlines recovery operation near Sharm el Sheikh (Egypt) helped with the identification 
of resources for the underwater search, and led to the use of the French Navy BEAUTEMPS BEAUPRÉ ocea-
nographic vessel harboured in Djibouti at the time of the accident.  The BEAUTEMPS BEAUPRÉ produced 
an accurate bathymetry of the seabed with its hull-mounted multibeam sonar.  The acoustic search, 
performed by BEA specialised investigators, took place between 
4 and 20 July and involved the use of portable acoustic detectors 
carried aboard small dinghies to triangulate on the positions of the 
aircraft’s recorders.  Their positions were then defined more closely 
using a Sonardyne Scout USBL borrowed from IFREMER.  

The recovery operation ran from 20 August to 14 September, and was 
contracted by the BEA to EDT Offshore and Phoenix International.  
The EDT ARES carried investigators from the Comoros, Yemen and 
France (BEA and Airbus advisors), as well as Comorian police officers, 
a coroner and three Red Crescent personnel.  Owing to the troubled 
waters through which it had to pass in travelling from Cyprus to the 
Comoros, the ship also carried seven armed French commandos.  Both 
the BEAUTEMPS BEAUPRÉ and the EDT ARES encountered very strong 
head winds and currents, delaying their arrival on site.  The latter was equipped with Dynamic Positioning, car-
ried an ROV rated to 6000 metres, and had aboard a 20 foot refrigerated shipping container for storing human 
remains and the necessary body bags.    

The pinger from the Cockpit Voice Recorder was located and recovered by the ROV, and the Recorder chassis - 
without its memory module - was found several metres away.  The memory module was subsequently found 
in another location.  The Flight Deck Recorder pinger could not be detected by the ROV’s hydrophone, and was 
never found, but the Recorder’s chassis and memory module were each located, separated from each other, and 
recovered successfully.  The total area covered during the search operation was 140,000 square metres, equiva-
lent to 20 football pitches.  Fifty-nine bodies were recovered.  The charter costs for France were 2.5 million euros. 

Amongst the points highlighted during the operation were the need for a strong-
er pinger latch onto the memory module; the continued operation after 55 days 
under water of the Dukane ULB on the Cockpit Voice Recorder; the long time tak-
en (51 days) to move an appropriate vessel and crew to the accident site; and the 
fragility of the recorders, especially if not kept at all times in fresh water following 
recovery.  One lesson learned by the BEA 
was the value of developing watertight 
transparent containers (as pictured left), to 
enable the recorders to remain visible for 
display purposes while still resting in fresh 
water and thus protected from corrosion.

Despite the severe internal and external 
corrosion that had developed the recorders were able to be read 
out by the BEA, using techniques at the cutting edge of knowledge 
in this area.  This operation highlighted that pingers can easily last 
longer than the 30 certified days of emission, and fuelled the BEA 
safety recommendations relating to ULBs released in the Interim 
Report n°2 on the accident to AF447.
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“lessons learned FroM the recent underWater recovery operatIon oFF the 
lebanese coast”
a presentatIon by oLIVIer Ferrante, bureau d’enquêtes et d’anaLyses pour La sécurIté de 
L’aVIatIon cIVILe, France

On 25 January 2010 Ethiopian Airlines flight ET409 to Addis Ababa, operated with a Boeing B737-
800, crashed into the sea soon after take-off from Beirut International Airport.  

The search for survivors was carried out by the Lebanese Army, using Sikorsky S-61 helicopters, 
the Lebanese Navy and UNIFIL troops.  The US military, in response to a request from the Leba-

nese government, sent the guided missile de-
stroyer USS RAMAGE, a US Navy P-3 aircraft, and 
the salvage ship USNS GRAPPLE.  There were no 
survivors from the 90 persons on board the air-
craft.

The Lebanese Civil Aviation Authority investi-
gated the accident, with support from the US 
NTSB, the French BEA and Boeing.  One pe-
culiarity of this sea search operation was the 
presence on site of treasure hunters looking for the wreckage of a Curtiss C-46 Commando that 
crashed off Beirut on 3 October 1957 en route to Kuwait, reportedly carrying a cargo of gold.

After the unsuccessful exploration, by side scan sonar towed by the vessel OCEAN ALERT, of a 
location identified by the USS RAMAGE further off shore, in deep waters, a pinger from flight ET 
409 was located near the shore by the BEA using hand-held hydrophones on 2 February 2010.  Its 
emission was recorded and proved to be very helpful in demonstrating that the wreckage had 
been positively located.  Divers from the Lebanese Navy recovered the Flight Deck Recorder from 
the debris field on 6 February, and the Cockpit Voice Recorder was found there a week later.  Both 
recorders were read out at the BEA.  At the beginning of the search, the “Helle” system had also 
been used on the location provided by the USS RAMAGE, and proved to be useful in rougher wa-
ters to “clear” an area by confirming the absence of any pinger emission.

During the acoustic search, only one pinger was heard. The other one apparently malfunctioned 
or was destroyed on impact.  The investigation was still ongoing at the time of the Larnaca work-

shop.
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“Icao FolloW-up oF the aF447 saFety recoMMendatIons”
a presentatIon by Jean-pauL troadec, dIrector oF the bureau d’enquêtes et d’anaLyses 
pour La sécurIté de L’aVIatIon cIVILe, France

The BEA’s second interim report of the investigation into the loss of Air 
France AF447, published in December 2009 included recommendations 
that EASA and ICAO:
“extend as rapidly as possible to 90 days the regulatory transmission time 
for ULBs installed on flight recorders on airplanes performing public trans-
port flights over maritime areas”;
“study the possibility of making it mandatory for airplanes performing 
public transport flights to regularly transmit basic flight parameters (for 
example position, altitude, speed, heading)”;
and that ICAO:
“ask the FLIRECP(19) group to establish proposals on the conditions for 
implementing deployable recorders of the EUROCAE ED-112 type for air-
planes performing public transport flights.”

The BEA recommendations were addressed by ICAO’s Flight Data Recovery Working Group and Flight 
Recorder Panel.  The ICAO High Level Safety Conference in Spring 2010 recommended that ICAO should: 
i. pursue as a matter of high priority a review of SARPs and guidance material with the aim of en-

suring that necessary data to support investigations of accidents and incidents are available to 
investigators, including provisions for the recovery of flight recorder data;

ii. review with priority SARPs and guidance material to improve surveillance, flight monitoring and 
communications of aircraft operating in oceanic/remote areas and the provision of timely and 
adequate search and rescue services in areas of need;

iii. urge States to take urgent action to address safety issues arising from accidents in particular 
those actions which can have an immediate safety benefit at a reasonable implementation cost. 
One example of such action may be the increase of the ULB battery life from 30 to 90 days;

iv. urge States, as a priority, to take all the necessary measures to utilise aircraft and ground stations 
available technology to enable permanent communication and surveillance over oceanic and 
remote areas, including modification of procedures for alerting key personnel. 

At the 37th Session of the ICAO Assembly in September/October 2010, the ICAO Secretary General pre-
sented a report on the action taken on the recommendations from the High Level Safety Conference, 
inviting the Assembly to endorse 
the planned activities and to urge 
States and other stakeholders to 
take the measures called for in the 
relevant State letter (AN 12/53.1-
10/56) and in forthcoming ICAO 
Recommendations.  The Secretary 
General’s report to the Assembly in-
cluded the following:  

On	underwater	locator	beacons...
The ICAO Flight Recorder Panel has 
developed SARPs requiring (a) a 90-
day operating life for 37.5 kHz ULBs; 
and (b) the carriage of a 8.8 kHz ULB.  
The proposal will be reviewed by the 
Air Navigation Commission during 
the fall 2010 session and should then 
be circulated to States for comments.  
The adoption of the new SARPs by 
the ICAO Council is planned for 2012, with a proposed applicability of 1 January 2018.  ICAO has sent a State 
letter urging States to encourage air operators under their oversight to use ULBs with a 90-day transmission 
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time.  It is suggested that 90-day ULBs be recommended as soon as possible and be mandated when new 
ULBs are purchased or when there is a need to change batteries in ULBs at the end of their certified life (6 
years).

On	deployable	and	free	floating	recorders...
The various options continue to be assessed through 
the Flight Data Recovery Group established under the 
auspices of the French BEA, and to which ICAO is asso-
ciated.  The ICAO Flight Recorder Panel will review the 
conclusions of the FDRG during its next meeting in the 
second quarter of 2011 and should decide then wheth-
er to propose SARPs.

On	continuous	and	triggered	transmission	of	flight	
data....
The Flight Recorder Panel has developed SARPs requir-
ing that aircraft operating in long-range over-water 
flights and with a maximum certificated take-off mass of over 27 000 kg be equipped with a means of au-
tomatically transmitting sufficient information to determine the position of an accident over water within 4 
NM.  The proposal will be reviewed by the ANC during the fall 2010 session and should thereafter be circulat-
ed to States for comments.  Guidance material on means to meet this requirement will be developed using 
the results of the work conducted on continuous and triggered transmission of flight data.  The adoption of 
the new SARPs by Council is planned for 2012, and the proposed applicability dates are 1 January 2018 for 
new types of aircraft, and 1 January 2020 for new aircraft of a type first certificated before 1 January 2018.

On	 improvement	 of	 surveillance,	 flight	 monitoring	 and	 communications	 of	 aircraft	 operating	 in	
oceanic/remote	areas...
The Operational Data Link Panel (OPLINKP) has completed the SARPs, procedures and guidance material 
to support implementation of ADS-C and CPDLC.  Its work programme is now, in part, designed to encour-
age the use of these applications and includes a further assessment of changes which might be necessary 
to improve surveillance, flight monitoring and communications in oceanic/remote areas, in light of more 
recent concerns.  This assessment will include (a) a review of existing SARPs and guidance material; (b) 
technological alternatives to ADS-C and CPDLC; and (c) a review of ongoing research programmes, such 
as the SESAR Joint Undertaking-sponsored Oceanic Position Tracking Improvement and Monitoring Initia-
tive which is expected to provide recommendations sometime in winter 2010/11. OPLINKP proposals for 
improved surveillance, flight monitoring and communications will be presented to the ANC in mid-2011.  
The ICAO Secretariat will propose during the fall 2010 session to the ANC that a mechanism be established 
to review ICAO radio communication failure procedures in the light of recent accidents and regional dis-
parities.  A State letter is being prepared urging States to take measures to utilize available technology to 
improve communication and SAR over oceanic and remote areas.  This letter relies on the work under way 
by OPLINKP and the ICAO/IMO Working Group on Harmonization of Aeronautical and Maritime SAR and 
should be ready in early 2011.

After considering this report from the ICAO Secretary General, the Technical Commission of the 37th 
Assembly endorsed the planned ICAO activities and urged States and other stakeholders to take the 
measures called for in the recommendations.  It also asked the ICAO Council to take into consideration 
the possibility of speeding up the work, and the need to follow a risk-based approach.  Publication of 
the new version of ICAO Annex 6 is anticipated in 2012. 

Mr Troadec noted that BEA was considering advancing a recommendation that intelligent GPS buoys 
be dropped at the crash site very soon after the event, in order to yield information about the direction 
of the prevailing currents, and thus about the possible movement of debris etc. 

Concluding his presentation, Mr Troadec recalled the report of the investigation which had been made 
into the loss off Tahiti in July 1973 of a Pan Am Boeing B707, and pointed out that this report had 
recommended that the possibilities be examined of automatically ejected flight recorders, and of bea-
cons which would emit a signal for a longer period of time.  
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conclusIons oF the Workshop

The workshop and ACC chairman Mr Arslanian concluded that the workshop had been successful 
in improving participants’ understanding of the challenges posed by underwater location and re-
covery, and some of the means of addressing them. It was now a matter of capturing the learning 
which had been gained, and using it to improve the relevant training and techniques, and to raise 
awareness of the resources available and the important centres of expertise. 

The main messages underlined by the workshop, as in Dubrovnik, had been around the critical 
importance of good preparation; high quality organisation; and international cooperation. 

In closing the workshop, Mr Arslanian thanked all concerned for helping make it a success, includ-
ing the companies which had attended to detail the products they had available, the Cypriot hosts 
and sponsors, the workshop’s Steering Committee, and all participants.

❏❏❏
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  80
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100
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Update on the AF447 Sea Search Operations
by Olivier Ferrante, Bureau d’Enquêtes et d’Analyses pour la Sécurité de l’Aviation civile, France

130

A310 Accident off the Comoros
by Olivier Ferrante, Bureau d’Enquêtes et d’Analyses pour la Sécurité de l’Aviation civile, France

135

Boeing 737-800 Registered ET-ANB Accident off Lebanon
by Olivier Ferrante, Bureau d’Enquêtes et d’Analyses pour la Sécurité de l’Aviation civile, France
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ICAO Follow-Up of AF447 Safety Recommendations
by Jean-Paul Troadec, Director, Bureau d’Enquêtes et d’Analyses pour la Sécurité de l’Aviation 
civile, France
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❏❏❏
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All specifications are subject to change without notice 
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One vehicle – multiple sensors 
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The orange star depicts a 
correlation between acoustic and 
magnetic targets, indicating a 
buried object. The blue triangle 
depicts an anomaly in the imagery 
and magnetic data, while the red 
circle depicts a non-ferrous target 
on the acoustic and imagery data. 
Last the green square depicts a 
target seen in all layers of data. 

Data analysis – Data fusion 
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Salvage & Marine Operations PT 
Ministry Of Defence 

James Ward MBE 

ECAC/ACC 2nd  Maritime Aircraft 
Location and Recovery Workshop  

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 3 

Aims & Objectives 

•  Overview of the MoD’s Salvage & Marine Operations  Project Team
–  S&MO construct 
–  Rapid history of recent maritime 
–  S&MO capability 
–  Recent S&MO activity 

•  Case studies 
–  Low cost recovery of a single engine jet aircraft from the Adriatic in 

800m water depth 
–  Deepwater recovery of a helicopter from the Atlantic ocean in 

3900m water depth
•  Lessons identified and commercial considerations 
•  Potential improvements to Sonar Locator Beacons 
•  Summary

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 4 

S&MO History – Major aircraft salvage 

•  1954 – Comet ‘Yoke 
Peter’  - 1st use of 
underwater television 

•  1959 – Victor II 
‘500,000 piece jigsaw’ 

•  1995 – Nimrod WX666 
•  1995 – Nimrod XV239 
•  2004 – Tornado 

ZA491

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 5 

Salvage & Marine Operations  Project Team 

•  Responsible for providing salvage services and advice to the Ministry Of 
Defence and to Other Government Departments 

•  2005 Memorandum Of Understanding with Air Accident Investigation 
Bureau for the project management of civil maritime a/c recoveries. Key 
tenants include; 
–  Primary tasks take priority over support provided under this 

agreement
–  Timeliness is paramount – agreement cover admin arrangements, 

including;
•  Level of support
•  Call out 
•  Liability
•  Financial arrangements 
•  Duration and termination
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20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 6 

S&MO Aircraft Projects: 1995 – 2010 

•  7 x Tornado 
•  2 x Hawk 
•  3 x Jaguar 
•  6 x Harrier 
•  4 x Sea King 
•  1 x Merlin 
•  5 x Lynx
•  2 x Nimrod 

•  1 x Civil Islander 
•  1 x Civil Dauphin 
•  2 x Civil R22 
•  1 x Civil Piper PA38 
•  1 x WW 2 Flying Fortress 
•  1 x WW 2 Mosquito 
•  1 x WW 2 Liberator 
•  2 x Civil Puma 

•  Total – 40 aircraft 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 7 

UK Military aircraft accidents 1980 - 2006 

Other salvage activity…. 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 8 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT- Current Capability 

•  24 hour salvage assistance 30 
operational personnel + 
equipment at - R0 + 6 hrs

•  Disposition – civilian manned 
(reservist status) 
–  HQ – Bath 
–  2 x Marine Salvage Units – 

Greenock & Plymouth 
•  All intelligent deciders 
•  Air portable equipment 
•  Commercial sector reliance
•  In water repair capable 
•  ISO 9001/2000
•  Regular exercises with 

customers
S&MO ‘Falcon’ ROV

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 9 
V1.1 dated 29 Jul/DTLSO 

Generic Salvage Presentation 9 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT- Future Capability 

S&MO ‘Comanche’ ROV due 
in service Jan 2011
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20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 11 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT- Tornado, River 
Humber, 2002 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 10 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT- Merlin, Kyle of 
Lochalsh, 2001 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 12 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT- Civilian Dauphin, 
Morecombe Bay, 2007 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 16 16

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Wider 
Markets Initiative 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 13 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT- Tornado – The 
Wash, Kings Lynn, 2006 

(planes, trains & automobiles…)

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 17 17

Salvage & Marine Operations PT - Assistance and 
Salvage – Object recovery

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 15 15

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Other 
Government Departments 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 14 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – NIMROD 
XW666 Recovery
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20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 19 19

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – HMS ENDURANCE 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 18 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – B159 Survey 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 20 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – K77 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 23 23

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – MSC NAPOLI

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 24 24

Salvage & Marine Operations PT - Assistance and 
Salvage – Heavy lift

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 21 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Kellington 
- Removal

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 22 22

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Port 
Clearance

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 25 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 1 –
XZ 493 location and recovery 

RN SEA HARRIER XZ493 

Deep Water Recovery 
South Adriatic Basin 
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20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 26 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 1 –
XZ 493 location and recovery 

XZ 493 – Ditching location in approx 800m water depth 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 28 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 1 –
XZ 493 location and recovery 

Recovery Vessel ‘Super Scorpio’ used for the visual 
location and recovery 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 32 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 1 –
XZ 493 location and recovery 

ROV colour camera print of detached starboard wing tip 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 29 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 1 –
XZ 493 location and recovery 

ROV Launch system 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 30 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 1 –
XZ 493 location and recovery 

ROV Control Cabin 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 33 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 1 –
XZ 493 location and recovery 

Webbing Strop rigged for slipping over the under carriage 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 27 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 1 –
XZ 493 location and recovery 

Recovery Vessel ‘Aquamarine’ at Bari 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 31 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 1 –
XZ 493 location and recovery 

ROV scanning sonar print of aircraft main body 
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20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 34 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 1 –
XZ 493 location and recovery 

Snap hook modified for ROV operations 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 36 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 1 –
XZ 493 location and recovery 

Main undercarriage lifting strop showing mechanical 
damage

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 40 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 1 –
XZ 493 location and recovery 

Offloading the aircraft main body at Bari 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 37 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 1 –
XZ 493 location and recovery 

Aircraft tail end showing 9.5Khz sonar locator beacon 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 38 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 1 –
XZ 493 location and recovery 

Aircraft starboard wing section 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 41 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 1 –
XZ 493 location and recovery 

The RAF transport and recovery Flight handling the 
aircraft main body at Bari 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 39 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 1 –
XZ 493 location and recovery 

Aircraft ejector seat 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 35 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 1 –
XZ 493 location and recovery 

Main body of aircraft on DSV ‘Aquamarine’ looking 
forward
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20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 42 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 1 –
XZ 493 location and recovery - LIs 

•  What went well 
–  A good initial datum and working 9.5khz SLB/ detection 

system aided early location/confirmation 
–  Using the spot market produced a cost effective (£60k) 

recovery solution 
•  What could have been improved 

–  An ROV with two manipulators would have greatly aided the 
connection of the lifting strops 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 43 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 2 –
XZ 256 location and recovery 

RN LYNX XZ256 

Deep Water Recovery 
Hatteras Abyssal Plain 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 44 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 2 –
XZ 256 location and recovery 

The ‘Performer’ at Norfolk Va during mobilisation 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 45 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 2 –
XZ 256 location and recovery 

Grid showing search pattern agreed before start of DOSS 
search. Grid lines aligned with expected direction of sea 

surface current. Box size 4000m x 2000m. 
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20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 46 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 2 –
XZ 256 location and recovery 

View over stern during launch of DOSS 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 47 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 2 –
XZ 256 location and recovery 

Initial ROV search grid based on Target 4. Intension at this point 
was to conduct sonar line search as depicted on image. 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 48 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 2 –
XZ 256 location and recovery 

Magellan 750 ROV on deck in launch cursor prior to 
first dive. 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 49 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 2 –
XZ 256 location and recovery 

Current conditions prevented a line search with ROV so a different 
approach was required. The search was carried out with the ROV 

searching the cardinal points from each location.
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20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 50 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 2 –
XZ 256 location and recovery 

Additional DOSS survey as carried out. Line 10 was rerun with all lines 
extended from 4000m to 7000m length. Subsequent duplicate sonar returns 
on different legs indicated that layback was grossly underestimated by up to 
1200m and that the effects of the current on the offset were far greater than 

originally thought. 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 51 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 2 –
XZ 256 location and recovery 

Enhanced and enlarged sonar return of Target 5, which 
turned out to be the helicopter. 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 53 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 2 –
XZ 256 location and recovery 

Very blurred screen shot of ROV sonar screen, showing sonar return 
of very large hard object which turned out to be the helicopter.  

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 52 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 2 –
XZ 256 location and recovery 

Circle search carried out based on calculated position of Target 5 
using revised layback and offset figures. Helicopter found within 

300m of estimated position.
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20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 54 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 2 –
XZ 256 location and recovery 

Remains of Sony Video Camera, the aluminium casing 
had been dissolved apparently by the battery inside the 

camera.

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 55 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 2 –
XZ 256 location and recovery 

Screen shot of ROV monitor, blurred depth reading is 3832m. ROV 
manipulator is lassoing port main undercarriage leg with a wire 

strop.

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 56 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 2 –
XZ 256 location and recovery 

View of spooler under slung the ROV, on reaching the seabed 
the spooler was released to allow the ROV to connect to the 

pre rigged strops. The yellow box is a transponder 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 57 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 2 –
XZ 256 location and recovery 

First view of Lynx XZ256 beneath the surface. After several days 
of not ideal weather including the genesis of Tropical Storm 
“Arthur” the seas laid down to almost perfect conditions for the lift. 
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20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 58 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 2 –
XZ 256 location and recovery 

XZ 256 clear of the surface, as can be seen the rotor blades are intact, 
a very unusual occurrence in a helicopter crash. This indicated that the 

rotor speed was very low at time of impact.

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 59 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 2 –
XZ 256 location and recovery 

The RAF transport and recovery Flight handling the aircraft 
main body at Norfolk VA 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 60 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Case study 2 –
XZ 256 location and recovery 

•  What went well 
–  A methodical approach
–  Using the spot market produced a cost effective 

(£750k) recovery solution 
•  What could have been improved 

–  An improved SLB capability (2 lower Freq beacons) 
–  An clear policy on the recovery of human remains 
–  An earlier understanding of the surface/subsurface 

currents

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 61 

Salvage & Marine Operations PT Sonar Locator Beacons 
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20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 62 62

Salvage & Marine Operations PT – Other 
Government Departments – AF447 

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 63 

Salvage & Marine Operations  Project Team – summary 
key success factors 

•  A proven track record in maritime salvage 
•  Investment in experienced and competent staff 
•  Retention in house of high impact/low availability 

equipment
•  Cost effective fully auditable approach through the use of 

competitive tendering 
•  Regular real time activity 
•  Investment in continuous improvement

20 Oct 10 2nd underwater recovery workshop 64 

Any questions..? 
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GROUP OF EXPERTS ON 
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION 

SECOND UNDERWATER 
RECOVERY OPERATIONS 

WORKSHOP 

(Larnaka, 18, 19, 20 October 2010) 
 
The Salvage and Marine Operations 
Project Team (S&MO) of the UK 
Ministry of Defence (MOD) Deep 
water aircraft recovery – two 
practical examples 

Author – James Ward MBE 
 
Introduction 
 
1. The Salvage and Marine 
Operations Project Team (S&MO) of 
the UK Ministry of Defence (MOD) 
has been in existence for over 100 
years and has a long history of 
recovering manmade objects from the 
sea. 
 
2. This paper will briefly 
overview the history, construct and 
capability of the MOD Salvage 
Organisation and list a number of 
recent achievements.  It will then go on 
to describe in detail two deep water 
aircraft  recovery operations, one from 
720m in the Adriatic Sea and one from 
nearly 4000m water depth in the 
Eastern Atlantic Ocean.  These 
detailed analyses will cover 
localisation of the aircraft, recovery 
methodology, problems encountered 
and costs.  Finally the paper will 
discuss the merits of lower frequency 
Sonar Locator Beacons in locating 
aircraft in deep water. 
 
Aim
 
3. The aim of the paper is to inform 
on the workshop of the capabilities of 
the MOD Salvage Organisation, and to 
use a number of detailed examples of 

aircraft recovery from the deep ocean 
to illustrate this capability, in this niche 
area   
 
History of the Defence Salvage 
Organisation  
 
4. The MOD Salvage 
Organisation was formed in 1906 
following the grounding of HMS 
Montagu, a 14000 T battleship that 
was built in 1901 as the Montague and 
renamed to the HMS Montagu in the 
same year. It sank 29th May 1906 by 
running aground in fog on Shutter 
Reef, Lundy Island, whilst conducting 
early radio trials. Massive efforts by 
the Royal Navy to re-float her failed. 
Six months of salvage work followed.  
At the subsequent ‘Court Marshall’, 
the Admiralty directed that a 
professional salvage organisation 
should be formed.    This organisation, 
which has had a number of guises over 
the years survives today in the form of 
the MOD Salvage and Marine 
Operations Project Team. 
 

 
HMS MONTAGU Aground of Lundy 1906 
 
5.      During the second world war the 
MOD salvage Organisation 
regenerated and made a significant 
contribution to the war effort as 
prescribed by the Prime Minister at the 
time, Sir Winston Churchill:
 
To Import Executive                                                           
25th Feb 1941    

 1
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 “I learn that the Admiralty 
Salvage organisation has recently 
made as great a contribution to the 
maintenance of our shipping capacity 
as new construction, about 370,000 
Tons having been salved in the last five 
months of 1940, as against 340,000 
Tons built, while the number of ships 
being dealt with by the Salvage 
organisation has increased very 
rapidly, from 10 in August to about 30 
now. 
 
6.    The MOD Salvage Organisation 
has been involved in some major 
milestones in aircraft recovery. On 10 
January 1954 shortly after 09.30am 
BOAC Comet ‘Yoke Peter’ took off 
after a refuelling stop again from 
Ciampino Airport, Rome while en-
route from Singapore to London. It 
reached 25,000 feet at about 09.51am 
when it disintegrated and fell into the 
Tyrrhenian Sea off the Island of Elba. 
Six crew and twenty-nine passengers 
were killed. The remains of the aircraft 
fell into 150 metres of water. At the 
time it was unknown what the cause of 
the disaster was and so all Comets 
were grounded. 
  
Enquiries by the Air Accident 
Investigation Branch, BOAC, and the 
Department of Civil Aviation could 
not, for certain identify the cause of the 
disaster and six days after the crash the 
Royal Navy Salvage Organisation  
were asked to try and recover as much 
of the aircraft as possible. 
  
By 23 January 1954 HMS Wrangler 
was on scene as Headquarters Ship and 
RFA Sea Salvor, the Mediterranean 
Fleet’s salvage vessel which had been 
en-route from Gibraltar to Malta; plus 
HMS Barhill, HMS Brigand and HMS 
Sursay, had joined forces at the scene. 
HMS Striker, HMS Wakeful and HMS 
Whirlwind arrived later. 

 
 RFA SEA SALVOR  
 
Over eleven weeks recovery of 
wreckage continued off Elba by the 
crew of the RFA Sea Salvor and the 
RN ships. By 9 April over 70% of 
‘’Yoke Peter’ and over 90% of the 
engines had been recovered. RFA Sea 
Salvor and HMS Barhill sailed to 
Malta. The Italian Navy continued 
recovering very small pieces of 
wreckage until 8 October 1954.   The 
salvage featured one of the first uses of 
underwater television!  The UK 
Minister of Transport and Civil 
Aviation at the time sent the following 
message to the Admiralty Salvage 
team which had provided the vital 
evidence: 
 
“… Through your skill and 
perseverance in the face of great 
difficulties, you have succeeded far 
beyond our most optimistic hopes.  You 
have earned the gratitude and 
admiration of all of us concerned with 
civil aviation…”  
 
Sixteen days after the resumption of flights 
on 8 April 1954 Comet G-ALYY –‘Yoke Yoke’ 
- a BOAC aircraft on loan to South 
African Airways left Ciampino 
Airport, Rome at 18.32 hours on a 
flight to Cairo. At 18.57hrs the aircraft 
was abeam of Naples and climbing to 
35,000 feet. At 19.05 the Comet was in 
contact with Cairo reporting its 
expected time of arrival. No further 
contact was received from the aircraft. 
The next morning wreckage and bodies 
were found in the sea 70 miles south of 

 2
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Naples and 25 miles off the coast. The 
aircraft had crashed into water which 
was about 1,000 meters deep. Fourteen 
passengers and seven crew perished. 
HMS Eagle and HMS Daring were 
sent to look for wreckage – five bodies 
were recovered by HMS Eagle. 
Given the aim of this workshop,
very little of the wreckage was 
recovered due to it being at such a 
depth!  
 
7.    In 1959 many of the team involved 
in the recovery of ‘Yoke Peter’ were 
brought together again this time to 
recover the wreckage of the new 
Victor II, long range nuclear bomber.   
The aircraft entered a high speed dive 
and began to break up, crashing into 
the sea off St Brides Bay, near Milford 
Haven, Pembrokeshire. The captain 
ejected just prior to impact but was 
killed along with the other four crew 
members. Over a 14 month period the 
Admiralty Salvage Organisation 
deployed 46 ships in the salvage 
operation which involved 11,069 deep 
sea trawls and recovered 592,610 
pieces of wreckage which amounted to 
70% of the aircraft; while the cause for 
the crash has never been proved for 
sure, most evidence pointed towards a 
simple pitot tube failure, resulting in 
the Mach Trim strut extending fully 
and eventually causing a mach 1+ dive 
into the sea. 
 
Current Construct/Capability of the 
MOD Salvage Organisation 
 
8.    The current MOD Salvage 
Organisation has evolved from the 
large salvage post war structure with 
numerous vessels, tons of equipment, 
hundreds of personnel to a much leaner 
and effective construct.   The most 
recent change was in 1995 when much 
of the marine services support to the 
Military was privatised, the 6 
remaining salvage and mooring 

vessels, their crews and diving groups, 
together with large warehouses of 
salvage equipment, whose running cost 
where in the region of £35M per 
annum where disbanded or transferred 
to other tasks. 

 
RMAS SALMOOR 
 
9.     The remaining Salvage and 
Marine Operations Project Team, 
consists of approximately 55 personnel 
of whom 40 are technical specialists in 
the maritime/salvage field , who a 
maintain a variety and regularly use 
relevant skill sets1.  The organisation 
holds a smaller amount of high 
value/difficult to obtain equipment2 
that is mostly air portable and hires in 
platforms and low value/easily 
obtainable equipment as and when 
required.  The current operating budget 
for the organisation is in the region of 
£5M per annum.  The Organisation 
continues to invest in new technology, 
and has recently taken delivery of a 
1000M rated small ‘work class’ ROV.  
It also works with industry and 
academia to develop innovative tooling 
and solution to underwater problems. 
 

                                                 
1  Such as explosive cutting, diving, sonar locator 
and marine survey systems, underwater 
welding, etc. 
2  Such as sonar locator beacon detectors, side 
scan sonar, remotely operated vehicles, 
explosive proof high capacity pumps, etc. 
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Underwater 3D image of B159 at 300m water 
depth 

Recent aircraft recovery activity 

10.   Since 1995 alone it has 
undertaken the recovery of a mix of 33 
civilian and military aircraft plus a 
large number of underwater objects 
from a variety of locations and depths.  

NIMROD R1 WX666 - During a test 
flight from Kinloss after an overhaul 
the No 4 starboard engine caught fire, 
this spread to the No 3 engine and the 
wing. An emergency landing was 
attempted at Lossiemouth but the pilot 
was forced to ditch in the sea three 
miles short of the airfield. The seven 
crew abandoned the aircraft into their 
dinghies and were rescued by 
helicopter. The aircraft broke its back 
on hitting the water and later sank in 
46m of water. It was later recovered by 
by the MOD Salvage Organisation 
using a large dynamically position 
diving support vessel.  Due to the 
physical size of the aircraft the 
decision was taken to crop the wings 
and remove the tail section at the break 
point in water and attach a lifting beam 
to main fuselage to allow it to drain.      
The cropped fuselage and wings were 
later used in the conversion of XV249 
in to a replacement R1. Electrical 
arcing had initiated the starter system 
on No 4 engine. With no load the 
system ran at high speed resulting in 
the failure of a nut securing the turbine 
fan. The disk fractured the engine 
casing and punctured a fuel tank and 
started the fire.

NIMROD R1 WX666 floating 

NIMROD MR2 XV239 - During a 
climb out as part of its display during 
the Canadian National Exhibition Air 
show over Lake Ontario off Toronto 
speed reduced too far and the aircraft 
stalled while in a turn at 950ft. There 
was insufficient height to recover the 
aircraft and it crashed into the lake. It 
broke up on impact killing the seven 
crew.   The MOD Salvage 
Organisation mobilised its specialist 
diving team from the UK to Canada to 
effect the recovery of the Nimrod.   
This team used locally hired crane 
barges to undertake the lifting.  The 
task was hampered by the fresh water 
which resulted in a number of the 
divers developing ear infections.

4
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The tail section of NIMROD MR2 XV239 
being recovered from lake Ontario 

 TORNADO ZA 471 – A near 100% 
recovery of a badly fragmented 
Tornado ZA471i from 75m using two 
remotely operated vehicles in 2004, the 
first high percentage ROV recovery for 
S&MO

Underwater image of part of Tornado ZA471  

11.   In 2005 it signed an MOU with 
the UK AAIB to become their sole 
provider for maritime aircraft recovery 
tasks, and it has recently undertaken it 
first commercial recovery (a R22) 

under the UK Treasury wider markets 
initiative.

12. Aircraft recovery tasks have 
been undertaken at various depths from 
just below the high water mark to 
4000m on a global basis, in a variety of 
seabed conditions from thick mud to 
rocks, in poor visibly and strong tides.

13. Increasingly the team is being 
called upon to recover other types of 
objects including weapons systems and 
autonomous air and under water 
vehicles.  Often these are small and are 
not generally fitted with sonar locator 
beacons3, requiring high resolution 
sonar systems operating in the 800 to 
1600 khz frequency.  These are 
increasingly being deployed on 
autonomous under water vehicles. 

Case study 1 – RN Sea Harrier XZ 
493 - Deep Water Recovery South 
Adriatic Basin 

RN FRS1 Sea harrier 

14.      At 0834Z on 15 Dec 94 whilst 
moving across the deck prior to 
landing on HMS INVINCIBLE, RN 
sea harrier ZX 493 suffered a loss of 
yaw control causing the aircraft to veer 
off to port.   The aircraft continued 
moving to the left despite full right 
rudder.  Full power was applied and an 

3  Even when they are, the impact of hitting the 
water at high speed generally disrupts the SLB 
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attempt was made to move clear of the 
deck.   The left yaw continued through 
180 degrees and ejection was initiated 
when the aircraft was clear of the deck.  
The pilot was promptly recovered by a 
Spanish Naval helicopter.   On ditching 
the aircraft was observed to be 
virtually intact and remained just under 
the surface for a short period before 
sinking, in approximately 720m water 
depth.  The left hand flap and one drop 
tank were recovered by HMS 
INVINCIBLE’s sea boat; the other 
drop tank holed on impact and sank 
during recovery.   The relative location 
of the aircraft to HMS INVINCIBLE 
prior to sinking was logged on the 
ships bridge using a simple GPS 
receiver. 
 
Location
 
15.    I was tasked with the location 
and recovery of XZ 493.   I travelled 
on the 15 Dec from Scotland where I 
lived at the time to the Naval air 
station at Yeovilton in the SW of 
England.  The following morning I met 
up with members of the RN air 
accident investigation unit.   From 
RNAS Yeovilton, we were flown by a 
RN Jetstream to Bari, in Italy and then 
by RN Seaking to HMS INVINCIBLE 
arriving onboard at 1650Z on the 16th 
of Dec.   
 

 
HMS INVINCIBLE  
 
 16. The main aim of my 
assessment at this stage were: 
 

a.    To confirm the position and 
depth of the aircraft on the seabed 
as accurately as possible and to 
assess the probability of error at the 
derived position in order to 
determine whether deep water side 
scan equipment would be required. 
b.    To determine the likely 
condition and aspect of the aircraft, 
its maximum all up weight, and 
whether the aircrafts Sonar Locator 
Beacon (SLB) was operating. 
c. To become familiarised with 
the aircraft hazards, classified 
items and potential lifting points. 
 

17.    The position of the aircraft on the 
seabed was confirmed, but the GPS 
data record at the time of the ditching 
and by the use of three hydrophones 
linked to HMS INVINCIBLE’s Sonar 
2008 underwater telephone, which 
clearly picked up the aircrafts sonar 
locator beacon.  I assessed that the 
aircraft was lying within 300 m of 
position 41º 27.01N, 017º 15.38E 
(WGS84).   
 

  
XZ 493 – Ditching location in approx 720m 

he use of Seaking ASW helicopters 

onal 
                                                

water depth 
 
T
equipped with ‘dunking’ sonar was 
considered for an improved SLB 
triangulation4; however this was 
discounted on the basis that positi

 
4    UK Seaking ASW helicopter had a facility 
to listen and triangulate 9.5khz beacons.  As 

 
these helicopters have been replaced by the 
Merlin Mk 1 and ASW detection ranges have
increased and focused on lower (6 khz) 
frequencies this capability is no longer 
available.  
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accuracy would be unlikely to be 
improved on that already recorded
 

. 

8.    Photographic evidence and 
t the 

fore 

d.  

t.  

icated 

9.     Another RN Sea harrier from 
 

 

 the 

0.  I returned to BARI via RN 
94.  

N 

ity 

y 

1.  From my salvage assessment, it 
e 

use 

s 
   

age 

e 24 Dec 
to a Great Yarmouth based offshore 
contractor, using a DPV and a sub-

rpio’ 

re 

f 

.    

e RN accident investigation team, 
ors 

.  

 

sonnel 
mbarked, the vessel sailed for the 

ll 

avigation 

 and 
dive 

1
eyewitness accounts indicated tha
aircraft remained virtually intact, 
lingering just under the surface be
sinking to the seabed in 720m.  HMS 
INVINCIBLES’s Oceanographer 
advised that the seabed was not mu
Active surface sonar investigation was 
not practicable due to the depth of 
water and unsuitability of equipmen
A scan of the seabed by HMS 
INVINCIBLE’s Sonar 2016 ind
featureless seabed topography. 
 
1
800 Squadron was closely examined
onboard HMS INVINCIBLE so that I
could familiarise myself with the 
potential hazards, lifting points and
location of classified items. 
 
2
Seaking early on the 20th of Dec
I established contact with the local 
British Consul/shipping agent, the R
liaison officer based at Bari airhead 
and set up a signal transmission facil
at  RAF detachment at Gioia Del 
Colle, before returning to the UK b
civilian air on the morning of the 21st 
of Dec 94. 
 
2
was determined that the most effectiv
and expeditious method of visual 
location and recovery would be to 
a Dynamically Positioned Vessel 
(DPV), equipped with a work clas
Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV).
The commercial market was 
approached for a suitable pack
through our in house Chartering 
Department and a contract 
subsequently awarded  on th

ROV.  An advantage contract was 
achieved, as it was shortly due to 
depart from the UK to the Bombay 
High Oil field.    I travelled to Hull on 
27 Dec 94 to brief the master and 
owners representative on the 
operational requirements and to ensu
that the vessel and equipment fully met 
the contractual terms.  A number o
deficiencies were noted and 
rectification action was taken by the 
owner.    The DPV sailed from Hull for 
the Adriatic at 2200Z on 28th Dec 94
 
22.     On 8 Jan 95, a small team of 
S&MO personnel including a marine 
services diving team, and members of 

contracted work class ‘Super Sco

th
and the sub contractors ROV operat
support team staff travelled to Bari.   
The original intention to conduct the 
personnel and equipment transfer by 
boat was thwarted by sea conditions 
and port restrictions on night transfers
The DPV therefore embarked a pilot 
and secured to a berth in Bari harbour
at 2200Z on 9th Jan 1995. 

 
DPV Aquamarine at Bari 
 
23.    By 2330Z with customs 
clearances obtained, equipment loaded 
and lashed, and all per
e
crash site.  During the transit a
systems were run up and tested to 
ensure that the ROV, DGPS n
receiver and the hydro-acoustic 
tracking system were compatible
in working order.  Once onsite pre-
and positioning confidence checks 
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were completed and the ROV dived at
0340Z on 10 Jan.

24.   On the first dive a series of runs 
North to South to locate the wreckage

ndertaken 500m north and South of 

bility.

d

paired a further series of breakdowns 

y

ter section of the starboard wing as 

e

ated on 

7.    A meeting was convened 
 DPV to discuss and agree 

e method of recovery of the main 

u
the datum at 75m East/West intervals 
using the ROV’s scanning sonar on its 
optimum 50m range.  Though 
apparently firm and level a thick layer 
of sediment rose up when disturbed, 
drastically reducing seabed visi

25.   At 0742Z the ROV was recovere
with a hydraulic fault, and although 
re
interrupted the progress of the search 
for some 15 hours, with the ROV onl
returning to full operational capability 
when deployed at 0438Z on the 11 Jan
95.  The search was further interrupted 
when one of the DPV’s after thrusters 
failed at 0630Z thus requiring the ship 
to be operated in manual DP mode.   

26.   A methodical search continued 
East of the datum position until the 
ou
located 348m North East of the datum
position at 1000Z on 11 Jan 95.   Th
main body of the plane was 
subsequently located lying inverted on 
the seabed virtually intact, the tail 
section having partially separ
seabed impact 360m North East of the 
datum, in position 41° 27.116N 
017°15.598E (DGPS-WGS84). 

Recovery

2
onboard the
th
body and the tail section.  The 
following plan was agreed; 

a. To attach a strop5 to the main 
under carriage. 
b. To attach a second strop to the 
nose wheel fork. 
c. To bring the aircraft to air 
diving depth. 
d. To then transfer the strops from 
the main winch to the deck crane. 
e. To secure the tail section. 
f. To recover the wreckage 
onboard.

28.    The stropping of both main and 
nose under carriage took a significant 
amount of time and skill by the ROV 
pilots.   Once the strops were attached 
the lift proceeded according to plan, 
until sudden change in the weather 
prevented the divers from securing the 
tail section and a squall and the 
associated vessel movement caused the 
nose wheel strop to part.  With the 
weather condition deteriorating the 
aircraft was quickly brought inboard 
on the single main under carriage strop 
and landed at 0035Z on the 12 of Jan 
95.  During the stropping of the nose 
wheel the ROV manipulator was 
damaged and was locally un-
repairable.

29.   The inclement weather precluded 
further ROV operations until 0500Z, 
when the vessel re-entered DP mode.  
During this weather downtime, the 
embarked RAF personnel were 
engaged in removing ordinance and 
making the aircraft safe. 

30.   The ROV deployed again at 
0620Z to recover the starboard wing 
section and to locate and recover the 
ejector seat.  The recovery of the wing 
section was effected by the ROV 
guiding a prepared strop attached to 
the lifting wire over the outrigger and 
choking it over the out rigger wheel.

5     The strops were attached to one of the 
vessels mooring wires which was rove over a 
large sheave attached to the vessels crane 

8
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The wing section was recovered to 
deck at 1439Z. 

31.    The ROV then continued its 
scanning sonar search to the East of the 
previous run lines in order to locate the 
ejector seat, which was eventually 
found 354m East North east of the 
intial datum at 1628Z.  The ejector seat 
was grappled6 and brought onboard at 
122315Z

Recovered ejector seat on deck 

32.   At 0745Z on the 13 Jan 95, the 
DPV berthed at Bari to offload the 
wreckage into the custody of the RAF 
Transport and Recovery Fight.  This 
task completed at 1015Z. 

Conclusions/Lessons Identified

33.   The location and recovery of 
XZ493 was concluded in a cost 
effective7 and timely manner. 

34.   The presence of a member of the 
MOD Salvage Team onboard HMS 
INVINCIBLE immediately after the 
incident ensured that maximum 
information relevant to the recovery 
was obtained both from the personnel 
onboard and from the available 
equipment.  This greatly benefited the 
recovery operation allowing an early 
and accurate assessment of the salvage 

6    With a crippled manipulator, the ROV 
guided a grappling hook suspended on the 
recovery wire into the ejector seat.  The hook 
was manoeuvred using the DP on the DPV 
7    Less than £100,000 

requirement and enabled the 
vessel/equipment tendering process to 
be effectively targeted.  In particular it 
negated the considerable expense 
associated with the hire of a separate 
survey vessel equipped with deep 
water side scan sonar. 

35.    The provision of two multi-
function manipulators for the ROV 
should be specified in similar deep 
water recoveries.  

Case study 2 –Lynx Mk 8 Helicopter 
-  XZ256 - Deep Water Recovery 
Hatteras Abyssal Plain 

All Time Local Time unless shown 
otherwise.

36.    Whilst engaged in joint 
operations with other RN vessels and 
those of the US Navy a Lynx Mk 8 
Helicopter (XZ256)8 operating from 
HMS RICHMOND suffered 
catastrophic engine failure and crashed 
into the Atlantic Ocean, approximately 
200 miles off Cape Hatteras, on 
Wednesday 12 June 2002 with the loss 
of 2 crew members.  Although one 
passenger survived9, the cause of the 
crash was not known, and the decision 
was made to effect a full recovery in 
order to determine the cause(s) of the 
crash in the event that there were 
implications for other aircraft in the 
Lynx fleet. 

Initial Location data 

37.     Initial reports stated that the 
aircraft had broken up on impact and 
that the Sonic Locator Beacon (SLB) 
was operating. It was subsequently 
reported that the SLB stopped working 
within 8 hours, however as a 
contingency measure the SLB 

8    fitted with a live sea skua missile 
9    Petty Officer photographer 
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detecting equipment held in Devonport 
was prepared for dispatch. The original 
datum position provided was:  Latitude 
36º 30.9’N Longitude 072º 06.5’W in a 
depth between 3500 and 4000 metres. 
Charts for the area were consulted 
which confirmed the depth. The 
requirement to recover the aircraft was 
confirmed and in parallel with practical 
preparations.   I along with our 
Commercial Branch duty officer 
prepared a Statement of Requirements 
(SOR) for charter of Deep Ocean 
Location and Recovery vessel.  This 
was circulated to the commercial 
sector on 23 June 2002.   
 
38.   Additional positional information 
was sought from HMS RICHMOND 
in order to underpin the recovery 
operation. Although a wealth of 
positional information was provided it 
tended to concentrate on ship 
movements and little was available 
concerning salient points such as 
rescue of passenger, recovery of 
floating debris etc, together with 
relevant times. However due to the 
speed at which recovery vessels and 
helicopters were on the scene there 
was a higher than usual degree of 
confidence in the datum position 
provided by HMS RICHMOND.   
 
Commercial options 

39. Due to the depth of water 
involved and limited number of vessels 
with the appropriate capability, 
response was expected to be minimal 
and even though it was better than 
anticipated, upon detailed analysis 
against tender criteria most offers were 
deficient in major aspects.  Following a 
period of negotiation and clarification 
the contract was awarded to 
Oceaneering International, who were 
able to mobilise their search and 
recovery spread immediately, based on 
DPV THE PERFORMER.   

 
The ‘Performer’ at Norfolk Va during 
mobilisation 
 
 
Deployment of personnel 
 
40.   Prior to deploying to the US to 
joint the recovery vessel the 3 man 
MOD Salvage Team lead by my 
colleague Chris Miners visited the RN 
Flight Safety and Accident 
Investigation Centre (FSAIC), at 
RNAS Yeovilton to discuss the 
requirement and inspect a similar 
aircraft, with the emphasis on points of 
particular interest such as rotor head, 
engines, weapon carrier structural 
strength etc. With the loss of the 
aircraft crew on this occasion, the 
additional implications were discussed.  
The extant UK military policy on the 
recovery of human remains (HR) from 
the water was (and remains today) that 
HR should be recovered as part of the 
aircraft salvage operation10, ‘if 
reasonably practicable’ in order to 
inform the crash investigation and 
determine any contributory factors to 
their inability to survive the crash.    
 
41.  Direct liaison with the British 
Defence Staff (BDS), Washington  
was established, together with the them 
MOD shipping agent in Norfolk  VA 

                                                 
10      A specific HR recovery only task 
falls outside the aircraft recovery teams 
remit and would need to be funded by 
elsewhere 
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and appropriate levels of support 
agreed.  Although the crash site was in 
International Waters the question of 
permission to operate in US EEZ was 
raised and Oceaneering instructed to 
clarify the position, which they did.   
 
42.   Once the contract was formally 
awarded direct communication 
between the Salvage Officer and 
Oceaneering was permissible and the 
programme for mobilisation of THE 
PERFORMER agreed.  The 
availability of additional items 
required by the contract was also 
confirmed, such as HR reception and 
storage, fuel reception facilities/pump, 
tarpaulin etc. FSAIC had a requirement 
to carry a small quantity of Heptane 
fluid. British Airways were reluctant to 
authorise carriage as it is  classified as 
Dangerous Air Cargo (DAC). 
Accordingly ISS Norfolk assistance 
was sought. 
    
43. The recovery team flew from 
Heathrow to Washington DC on Friday 
21 June and on arrival an exchange of 
briefs with BDS Washington was 
conducted. As well as a number of 
procedural elements concerning 
operating in the US perhaps the most 
significant developments during the 
flight were the agreement of the 
Commanding Officer US Naval Base, 
Norfolk, to provide logistics support, 
and a point of contact with US medical 
authorities at US Naval Hospital, 
Portsmouth.   Upon completion the 
team proceeded to Norfolk by road.  
 
44. From Norfolk firm contact was 
established with Oceneering and visits 
made to the Regional Port Operations 
Officer, and at the hospital, both of 
whom proved extremely helpful. 
Arrangements for return of the aircraft 
and crew to US were agreed, with 
reception berth identified, funereal 
support, and a hangar at Chambers 

field.  All of which, it was intended, 
would be away from the prying eyes of 
the media. Upon arrival of the 
Oceaneering project management team 
detailed discussions ensued to ensure 
that all MOD requirements were being 
adequately addressed.  The Heptane 
requested on 20 June was proving 
problematic to ISS and eventually the 
required amount was obtained through 
US Navy sources. However ISS did 
arrange collection of a wreath for the 
short memorial service intended to be 
conducted once at the crash site. 
 
Mobilisation  

45. Having sailed from 
Jacksonville, Florida and conducted 
Deep Ocean Sidescan Sonar (DOSS) 
and Remotely Operated Vehicle 
(ROV) proving trials en route THE 
PERFORMER berthed at Pier P, 
Lamberts Point, Norfolk, Virginia at 
251130, having been somewhat 
delayed by a medical emergency, and 
subsequent helicopter medevac, 
overnight with the tragic loss of a 
sonar technician.  Therefore in parallel 
with operational mobilisation 
additional US Transportation Board 
procedural investigations were being 
conducted.  An extra Magellan 825 
ROV, complete with control container 
was loaded by Oceaneering as a 
contingency measure. There was slight 
concern at this additional (no cost) 
measure but as there were no financial 
implications they were tempered with 
the prudence of contingent 
replacement.   
 
46. The MOD team was met on 
arrival by an Oceaneering Senior Vice 
President, the Master, the Party Chief 
and additional project management 
team from Head Office. Once all 
relevant parties were assembled an 
initial brief was conducted by Mr C. 
Miners (Senior Salvage Officer) and Lt 
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Cdr J Hutchings (Accident 
Investigator). The MOD Salvage 
Teams requirements, both operational 
and contractual, were confirmed and 
the means to address problem areas 
explored. Oceaneering confirmed that 
all additional equipment identified in 
the contract was on board. Of 
particular interest at this stage were the 
specific arrangements for neutralising 
the armaments and lifting the 
helicopter as well as reception 
arrangements, both on board and upon 
return to US. It was made clear that 
although the US Navy was willing to 
provide a berth for offloading the 
MOD equipment the courtesy could 
not be extended to THE PERFORMER 
for demobilisation and a commercial 
berth would need to be arranged. 
Concern was expressed at the 
suitability of the 7/16” Kevlar line to 
be used for lifting the wreckage, with 
¾” preferred, the company position 
was that the additional weight and drag 
considerations precluded its normal 
use and that the preferred method 
utilised the smaller more ROV 
manageable line as it’s strength was 
adequate.

47. Mobilisation continued 
throughout the day and the ship sailed 
on the 25 of Jun at 2309. Passage time 
was spent in the mandatory safety 
briefing and familiarisation followed 
by further detailed discussion(s) as to 
intentions.  The ships Conference 
Room was established as MOD 
Salvage Team  focal point. Using the 
position : Latitude 36° 31’N Longitude 
72° 07’W as datum a search area 
4000m x 2000m was established along 
the predicted line of current (055 °-
235º) towards the position where 
wreckage had been recovered.   

Search Datum

Grid showing search pattern agreed before 
start of DOSS search. Grid lines aligned with 
expected direction of sea surface current. Box 
size 4000m x 2000m. 

The width of the search box would 
encompass both the initially reported 
crash position and additional data; 
produced by Oceaneering; on 
estimated set and drift experienced by 
the Lynx whilst dropping through the 
water column. In order to provide a 
better understanding of information 
available the parameters used in 
determining the datum were discussed 
with HMS RICHMOND’s Operations 
Officer before sonar search 
commenced.  The priority items were 
identified by FSAIC and each one 
addressed in turn.

Location

48.   The vessel arrived at datum 
262148 and a number of bathymetric 
runs were obtained to determine the 
depth, nature and configuration of the 
seabed. These were completed by 
270400 however weather conditions 
then precluded safe deployment of the 
DOSS.

49.  The time waiting on weather 
was used to finalise preparations in a 
number of areas. A lane width of 150m 
was selected as optimum, providing 
the necessary (100% cumulative) 
degree of overlap to ensure that no 
significant gaps in the search area were 
likely. In consultation with the ROV 
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supervisors a variation of ROV tools 
were fabricated, (based upon a 
proprietary tool brought from RNAS 
Yeovilton), to disengage the weapon 
carrier, although much would depend 
upon the aspect in which it was 
eventually found.

50.   The weather improved such that 
Sonar operations were deemed 
possible at 290600, with DOSS 
deployed at 290805 and search line 1, 
through the datum, commenced at 
291001. Although current had been 
significant on arrival by the time sonar 
search began it had eased to the extent 
that search lines could now be run in 
either direction, which avoided the 
time consuming need to complete a 
long 360º and elliptical turn.  The 
initial line length was 4000m but once 
experience was gained and the time 
needed to execute the laborious turns 
determined, this was extended on most 
occasions.  Initial runs provided an 
understanding of the nature of the 
seabed which was found to be 
predominantly featureless and fairly 
flat although there were a small 
number of geographical features such 
as ridges, hollows etc. Nothing of any 
significance was detected until run 4. 
A target was found slightly outside the 
initial search area towards the 
northeast. Subsequent runs confirmed 
the presence of other items of interest 
in this area. Runs in the SW direction 
(odd numbered) offered little of any 
significance other than an area NW of 
the datum with several small targets. 
As this was both upwind and up tide it 
was considered a less likely contact.

51 Although there was no 
guarantee that the SLB was still 
operating (previous reports conflicted) 
or that it would have retained sufficient 
power for any signal to reach the 
surface the Omni-directional SLB 
detector was deployed through THE 

PERFORMERS moon pool but no 
signal was detected. Any reception at 
this stage could well be affected by a 
number of factors including horizontal 
separation from SLB, depth, ships 
movement, thrusters noise (or 
interference at critical frequency) as 
well as the limiting length of available 
cable. Once the search area was 
narrowed down the omni directional 
receiver was deployed again with the 
ship stationary although by this time 
the SLB11 had been in the water 3 
weeks.

52. Additional targets were 
detected over successive NE’ly runs, 6, 
8 in a relatively small area to the 
northeast of the initial search area. As 
southwesterly runs continued to offer 
no items of any real significance the 
last 2 lines (13 & 15) were aborted and 
northeasterly search lines extended by 
3000m to encompass an area in the 
direction of the debris collection 
position. This yielded a confirmatory 
target on Line 10-extended which at 
154m to port could have been directly 
under the DOSS on line 8, and 
therefore  undetected. This eventuality 
had been considered when determining 
line spacing. It was also considered 
that although a number of targets were 
plotted it was entirely possible; due to 
vagaries of accurately determining 
DOSS position with lay back 
calculations and indeterminate offset; 
that these could all be the same target. 
Post processing would reduce this 
possibility to an extent but could not 
totally eliminate it. Sonar search 
operations continued until 021210 
July, with a total of 14 lines run. Of the 
15 planned to be conducted during the 
initial search area 2 on each side were 
aborted due to perceived low (and 
decreasing) probability whereas 2 

11    UK MOD 9.5hkz beacons have a nominal 
10 day battery life. 
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additional lines were created to infill 
gaps in the plot and one was repeated, 
either to cover the expanded 
parameters or provide confirmation in 
a reciprocal direction. 

53. With the completion of this 
initial search phase the DOSS 
umbilical needed to be transferred to 
the Magellan 825 Remotely Operated 
Vehicle (ROV). This is a highly 
technical and specific process which 
involves the transfer of a mixture of 
electrical and fibre optic cables as well 
as subsequent methodical setting to 
work according to well defined 
procedures. During this initial transfer 
an oil filled protective sleeve was 
found to be punctured when pressure 
was applied and this necessitated strip 
down, replacement and reassembly. 
The transfer was successfully 
completed and the ROV launched at 
030308. Upon reaching 3200metres the 
ROV suffered a major telemetry 
control failure which necessitated 
immediate recovery to deck for 
correction. The ROV was recovered at 
030703. Identification of the 
problem(s) proved extremely elusive 
and continued for 31 hours until the 3rd

element of the problem (a frayed 
protective sheathing on wire within a 
wire within a wiring loom) was 
located.

Magellan ROV 

54. The ROV was launched again 
at 041038 and, after some trepidation 
at 3200m, reached the seabed at 
041251. The depth was confirmed as 
3837m.  Seabed was found to be a 
fairly hard compact clay/sand mixture 
with a degree of tackiness. The initial 
objective was now to locate an 
identifiable target to establish 
correlation between sidescan sonar 
information and seabed actuality. A 
search grid 500m square was set up  
but ‘fortunately’ a distinctive feature 
was (tentatively) identified during the 
very 1st run and the search relocated 
575m x 222º to the area of target 
concentration.  A 360º sonar search 
was conducted, followed by further 
cardinal point searches and successive 
50m radius circular areas annotated as 
clear. This was then expanded into a 
search grid, however a warning light 
actuated indicating leakage in the 
optics bottle. In order to maximise 
information before recovery became 
essential the ROV navigated Line 8 to 
investigate any additional targets on 
return to main ridge which was then 
carefully plotted in length and 
orientation for comparison with 
sidescan information. Once this was 
accomplished the ROV was again 
recovered as a prudent precaution, 
continued operation and subsequent 
failure at depth could result in loss of 
power and entail “dead sub” recovery. 
This was to be avoided as attendant 
delays could prove lengthy. The ROV 
was recovered by 042335.

55. The actual orientation of main 
ridge was used for comparison with 
sidescan data and an estimate of offset 
experienced by DOSS determined. 
From this a revised estimate was used 
to plot the projected maximum offset 
of targets in Area Alpha. The Optics 
bottle was inspected, resealed and 
ROV returned to the seabed  by 
051017 (launch 0815) whereby search 
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operations resumed along an arc 
connecting the extremities of projected 
positions. However with nothing of 
any consequence located the search 
was expanded, again by a succession 
of 50m circles emanating from the arc. 
Although a number of targets equating 
to those picked up by sidescan were 
positively identified these were found 
to be either geographical features; such 
as ridges, or indentations often with 
sheer sides; or man made; such as paint 
cans coke cans etc. The final target 
eliminated was that found on Line 4 
which was an old metal “I” beam. 
With the exhaustion of possible targets 
ROV search operations were 
suspended, with the ROV recovered at 
061330.

56. The transfer of umbilical from 
Magellan back to DOSS was a shorter 
evolution and this was completed by 
061730, with sidescan search 
operations commencing at 061900. 
The search area was extended to the 
SE, encompassing previously aborted 
runs 12 and 14 with 5 additional lines 
(as an initial estimate depending on 
findings). A firm contact was detected 
on successive Lines 12 and 14 which 
for the 1st time facilitated accurate 
estimates of layback. However due to 
vagaries of current being experienced 
estimates as to DOSS offset continued 
to be hypothetical. DOSS operations 
continued until the extended search 
area was completed at 081522, DOSS 
recovered at 081720 and umbilical 
transferred to Magellan. No further 
contacts were made; other than those 
now “known”, or believed to be, 
geographical features.

57. The ROV commenced seabed 
search at 090230 on the projected 
position of the main contact. After an 
initial 360º cardinal point search 
proved negative an expanded square 
search pattern was adopted. Although 

the longitudinal position of the contact 
along the sonar line had been narrowed 
down by revision to layback estimates 
the offset parameters were less precise. 
The search continued with 15 circular 
areas covered before a large sonar 
contact was located at 40 m. As the 
contact was approached it was clear 
that something of the right dimensions 
had been located. Confirmation that it 
was a Lynx helicopter was obtained at 
090610 when it was seen for the first 
time, inverted as anticipated. 

Recovery

58. A cursory inspection was 
conducted, hampered by the need to 
work into the current having already 
searched 300m upstream and stirred up 
the seabed. However as visibility 
permitted, the aircraft was observed to 
be inverted with rotor blades intact, 
missile still attached to weapon carrier 
(warhead separated but connected by 
electrical wiring), evidence of fire 
damage, fuselage split aft of cockpit 
and tail boom bent.

59. The aircraft was located at a 
depth of 3837m in position: 
 Latitude: 36º 30.75’N        
            Longitude: 72º 06’W 
Some 110º x 800m from ships initial 
estimated position. It was located 136 º 
x 258m from the projected position 
which effectively illustrates that the 
layback redefinition was correct but 
offset was appreciable. With a 
significant S’ly current affecting 
DOSS close to the seabed, a 
predominantly NE’ly current affecting 
THE PERFORMER at the surface and 
current direction varying according to 
the Ekman spiral between one and the 
other with 7000m of cable deployed 
this was not unexpected.

60. Upon completion of video 
evidence gathering, focus transferred 
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to neutralisation of the missile as 
failure to disengage it could have 
prevented recovery of aircraft to the 
surface. The advance preparation of a 
specially fabricated tool for use by the 
ROV (using proprietary tool brought 
from RNAS Yeovilton as a pattern) 
enabled this aspect to be addressed 
with dexterity within 80 minutes. The 
ROV manoeuvred in close and using 
both manipulators, one to grip the 
missile carrier and the other to insert 
the tool then rotate it, the weapon was 
released. The warhead was still 
connected to the propellant by 
electrical wiring loom and this was 
gripped to remove the missile clear of 
the aircraft. 

61.   Upon completion of this essential 
task, further video inspection of the 
aircraft was made easier due to fewer 
encumbrances, in particular tail rotor, 
cockpit and cabin. The 1st object 
recovered (cylindrical indeterminate 
origin) and port door were connected 
to the ROV and brought back to the 
vessel. The door unfortunately did not 
survive the transit (and was not seen 
again). Whilst attempting to deploy the 
ROV in marginal conditions the 
responder was damaged and by the 
time this was replaced weather had 
deteriorated still further, precluding 
continuation of ROV ops.     

62.  When the ROV returned to the 
aircraft on 11 July, some additional 
video evidence was obtained in the 
much clearer visibility (tail rotor, main 
rotor blade tip, cockpit window release 
handles, starboard cockpit door and 
SACRU hook).

63.   On return to the aircraft, lifting 
strops were attached to all 3 
undercarriage positions of relative 
strength and a longer bridle slung 
around the tail boom.  The preferred 
method of slinging, using the main 

rotor head, was not considered a viable 
option as it was impossible to attach 
slings with the rotor sunk in the seabed 
and to attempt to rotate the aircraft 
onto its undercarriage would inflict 
significant additional damage and 
possibly mask evidence. The 
dimensions of the SACRU hook were 
obtained and as this is the mechanism 
whereby under slung loads are carried 
it was considered to be the strongest 
available point with which to lift the 
aircraft in its inverted condition. 
Additional strops were fitted to the 
undercarriage as preventers, or back 
up, in the event that the aircraft should 
break up during the protracted transit 
to the surface. They were not intended 
to be load carrying unless further 
structural failure occurred whereby 
weight would be limited. 

64.  Once all (additional) lifting strops 
were secured, the cutting disc was 
brought into play to determine if it was 
feasible to ‘crop’ the rotor blades in 
order to reduce drag, and hence strain, 
during ascent. After a trial period this 
was aborted due to loss of visibility, 
and consequent control, of cutting 
operation. A number of additional 
targets identified from the sonar plot 
were investigated. However failure of 
the ROV responder meant that the only 
reference available was the aircraft so 
range was limited before ROV obliged 
to recover.

65.   The next dive, delayed due to 
deterioration in weather, investigated 
all additional contacts in an area SW of 
aircraft but nothing relating to the 
aircraft was found.

66.   The ROV was then recovered and 
prepared for final connection of lifting 
arrangement. This was completed by 
130645 when lifting began. The 7/16” 
spooler was brought to the surface 
without incident. During the cross haul 
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process it chaffed quite significantly 
and although the rope transferred to the 
crane, and subsequently to the winch, 
the line parted before the chaffed area 
reached the lead block. With the failure 
of the primary lifting arrangement a 
meeting was convened to consider 
alternative options and agree priority. 
In the interim period, irrespective of 
eventual solution, the priority was to 
launch the ROV and determine 
coverage and position of Kevlar. This 
revealed extensive seabed coverage 
around, and draped over, the aircraft 
which then influenced the selection of 
the preferred method to use the ¾” 
spooler (carried as a contingency but 
previously considered to exceed 
working limits of ROV frame and 
umbilical).  THE PERFORMER 
sought technical advice and clearance 
from Oceaneering.  Company approval 
to exceed previously applied 
limitations was obtained. The 
alternative to this would have entailed 
deviation to port, collection of a 
smaller spooler rope and return to site. 
This would not have been possible in 
the immediate future as Oceaneering 
were already aware that no suitable 
Kevlar spooler ropes were available. 
To this end the ROV was fitted with a 
guillotine like soft rope cutter and the 
aircraft cleared of rope out to a suitable 
working distance. As soon as this was 
done some additional close proximity 
inspection of the aircraft (acting on 
information gleaned from detailed 
viewing of video footage already 
obtained) located the PO 
Photographers video camera. This was 
extracted from the aircraft by ROV; 
not without collateral damage as it was 
extremely fragile and electrolytic 
action from the battery had started; and 
placed in the side arm basket. The last 
area where contacts had been plotted, 
well off to the NE, was searched but 
once again proved negative. Contacts 
were collated with items found and 

none were of aircraft origin. As this 
phase drew to a conclusion the 
formation of a Tropical Depression 
very close to the crash position was 
reported. During the next 2 days this 
developed into a Tropical Storm and 
the after effects stirred the sea up 
sufficiently to prevent resumption of 
recovery operations until 16 July. A 
briefing meeting was called, with all 
those involved in the lifting operation 
in attendance. Due to some unresolved 
areas a 2nd meeting was also needed to 
clarify the final intentions. During this 
waiting on weather period, 
modifications to winch (to 
accommodate larger Kevlar) were 
completed as well as final preparations 
to ¾” spooler, such as attaching lifting 
shackle appropriate to SACRU etc.                   

67. With the failure of the 1st

attempted recovery it was necessary 
for MOD Salvage Team Commercial 
Branch to negotiate an extension to the 
contract as the original period would 
expire before a 2nd attempt would be 
possible. This was achieved in a 
businesslike manner with some 
negotiations necessary to reflect MOD 
and company positions.    

68. The aftermath of Tropical 
storm Arthur impeded the necessary 
improvement in weather conditions so 
much that at one stage it appeared that 
even the contract extension period 
would be exceeded before a weather 
window arose. However at 161000 a 
lull in the weather allowed the ROV to 
launch, with spooler taken to seabed 
and both positioned adjacent to the 
aircraft, along the line of lift. Weather 
conditions and forecast however still 
precluded connection and attempted 
lift until 162200 when the ROV made 
a final check of the aspect before 
connecting onto the spooler and 
commenced ascent. Upon reaching the 
surface the lessons learnt during the 1st
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attempt were evident in that the much 
heavier spooler was cross hauled 
beneath the moon pool; in clear sight 
of the ROV camera at all times; 
whereby any possibility of chaffing 
was avoided. Once the lift was 
transferred to the main crane it was 
swung aft,  until this point the spooler 
had been  paying out under full 
control. However contact with the 
gunwhale whilst bringing it inboard 
damaged a hydraulic hose and with 
loss of control the spool started to free 
wheel with the result that several 
thousand feet of Kevlar were run out 
before the spool slowed down enough 
to be rectified. Once inboard the 
Kevlar was stoppered off using a Yale 
stopper, run onto the winch and 3200’ 
(measured by portable cable counter) 
retrieved.  The line was stoppered off 
again, the 3200’ removed and 
transferred to the spooler to free up 
sufficient space for the lifting rope to 
achieve the lift in one go. Final lifting 
commenced at 170725, with the 
aircraft leaving the seabed at 170752. 
The transponder fitted to the main cab 
was shown to rise and this coincided 
with a slight, but perceptible, increase 
in crane load. The lift was halted 
between 10 and 20 m altitude to allow 
any loose items to fall the short 
distance back to the seabed. The 
current swung the aircraft like a 
pendulum approximately 200m to the 
northeast once it was clear of the 
seabed. Lift was resumed at 170815 
and continued at an approximate rate 
of 10m/minute until the aircraft broke 
surface at 171442.  

XZ 256 clear of the surface 

69. The lift was seen to be intact 
with main load suspended on SACRU 
and no apparent deterioration to 
cockpit section. Tail boom had, as 
expected, sheared off but it was held 
by preventer and seen dangling below 
main lift. Once entrapped water was 
allowed to drain off and the suspended 
load inspected transfer to deck was 
effected by 171507. Despite the 
hindrance of the rotor blades the 
aircraft was manoeuvred into the very 
small space between the gunwhale and 
Magellan winch and lowered onto the 
deck without incident. There was some 
slight additional collateral damage to a 
rotor tip and the tail rotor dangled 
outboard for a short period until 
retrieved. There were traces of fuel 
although not in any significant 
quantity. Although the aircraft was on 
deck it was still in a slightly unsteady 
condition with rotor blades providing 
the only real stability. Securing lines 
were therefore fitted to undercarriage 
sponsons and across nose before any 
work on inspection was allowed.

70.   Close inspection of the cabin 
confirmed that it was empty and 
further detailed inspection began with 
FSAIC team supported by the Defence 
Salvage as necessary and monitored by 
ships crew.

71.   It did not appear that any 
significant parts of the aircraft (as seen 
on the seabed) were missing but the 
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ROV was launched to confirm. Upon 
reaching the seabed the most 
immediate finding was the loss of 
helicopter as datum reference for all 
close quarter navigation. However the 
basket remained and the position was 
easily located, confirmed by a large 
indentation in the seabed, and found to 
be absent of any traces of debris apart 
from the video camera microphone and 
plastic remains of manipulator 
recovery, which was adjacent to the 
indentation exactly where it was last 
seen. After laying a small memorial 
plaque, which had been fabricated on 
board, the search was expanded along 
the projected path of the aircraft 
immediately after leaving the bottom. 
Despite extensive sonar and visual 
search no trace was found of any 
debris whatsoever and this was 
concluded at 172145, the ROV 
recovered at 172320 and ship headed 
for demobilisation port.  

72.  Thorough more detailed 
investigation of the aircraft continued 
throughout the passage and the status 
of the fuel tanks was confirmed to be 
empty. Arrangements for reception on 
arrival at US Naval Base Norfolk were 
finalised, with MASU12 representative 
ashore providing valuable direct 
liaison.    

73.   The PERFORMER berthed at 
Pier 14 Norfolk Naval Base 190124. 
The tail section was landed before the 
remainder of the aircraft was lifted 
ashore. Once on the jetty, the aircraft 
was suspended whilst rotor blades 
safely removed. The aircraft was then 
rotated, using the ships dual hook 
crane, onto its undercarriage for 

12    Mobile Aircraft Salvage Unit - The Royal 
Navy unit responsible for rotary wing 
transport.  This unit has now merged with the 
Royal Air Force fixed wing unit and is called 
JARTS (Joint Aircraft Recovery and 
Transportation Squadron) 

onward transportation to UK. Some 
additional collateral damage was 
evident but was unavoidable if the 
aircraft was to be placed in the correct 
configuration. During the rotation 
some spillage of water occurred and 
although traces of fuel were apparent 
this was minimal with all residue 
cleaned up once the aircraft was taken 
away to temporary stowage at 
Chambers field, within the naval base 
at 190415.

74.  Once offloading was completed 
THE PERFORMER shifted to a 
commercial berth (190527 ropes off 
USNB Norfolk) and secured at 
190625. A contractual review was 
conducted during the forenoon 
encompassing a hot wash up and 
presentation of all appropriate (at this 
stage) deliverables. This included 
technical information concerning the 
location phase and all ROV video 
tapes, which were handed to 
RNFSAIC, for further investigation 
purposes.

75.  The MOD party disembarked THE 
PERFORMER during the afternoon.  
Further wreckage inspection continued 
but this was limited to RNFSAIC, 
assisted by MASU as appropriate for 
onward transportation. The Defence 
Salvage Party completed 
demobilisation to Devonport by 22 
July.

Conclusions/Lessons Identified

76.   The location and recovery of 
XZ256 was concluded in a cost 
effective13 and timely manner. 

77. The early/notification stages of 
this incident were handled in 
accordance with normal procedure 
with all parties in consultation as 

13    Approx £750,000 
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necessary. The preparation of a 
suitable Statement of Requirements 
was completed quickly and tender 
returns received in parallel with higher 
management consideration of need to 
recover aircraft. It was reassuring to 
receive so many responses for what is 
a specialist niche market, even though 
many of them were speculative to the 
extent that either a recovery vessel or 
ROV/Sonar was not available.

78.    As the requirement was 
confirmed the good working 
relationship between S &MO IPT and 
FSAIC paid dividends as close liaison 
was maintained and the opportunity 
used to visit RNAS Yeovilton and 
inspect a similar aircraft. 

79. The initial positional 
information provided from HMS 
RICHMOND was subsequently 
revised and a final datum given.  This 
resulted in the use of this “datum” as 
the basis upon which the sidescan 
search was established. It proved 
sufficiently accurate for the contact to 
be located but only as the result of an 
extension to the original search box 
and a 2nd period of DOSS operation.

80. A copy of the actual Contract 
in use is essential, particularly in a 
protracted operation of this nature. The 
availability of an E Mail facility on this 
ship would have enabled a copy to be 
sent out, but not without questioning 
confidentiality aspects.   

81. With such a wide area to 
search, coupled with extreme depth, 
the Sonic Locator Beacon detector 
proved ineffective. It is not possible to 
determine whether this was due to the 
(reported) failure of XZ256’s SLB or 
range, depth, time, etc. However had 
an effective SLB detector been 
available the speed of mobilisation was 

such that it could have narrowed down 
the search somewhat.   

82.   The methodology used in deep 
ocean search patterns contains 
elements of risk. These range from 
imprecise factors such as layback and 
offset in DOSS operations to guarantee 
of sonar returns in circular search or 
grid search modes.  Attempts were 
made to estimate effect of Gulf Stream 
from data provided but in the event 
these estimates were on occasion less 
than accurate. Experience gained 
indicates that the current variations 
between surface and seabed can be 
considerable and a balance of disparate 
factors is necessary. For instance the 
ship has to be able to run the lines 
according to surface conditions, yet the 
tow fish is affected by seabed 
conditions so that once a contact is 
plotted according to estimated position 
of DOSS and course made good, this 
can be significantly in error. 
Allowances for this potential increase 
the probability ellipses created around 
each successive sidescan run. In 
deciding the size of the initial search 
box and lane width the degree of 
overlap desired is a major factor as this 
decides the amount of time needed to 
complete the box. The time factor is 
obviously an issue as this affects the 
overall cost of the operation and an 
optimum arrangement is necessary. 
However “optimum” could result in 
missing a solid contact on successive 
runs (as we proved) only 6 hours apart. 
Reducing the lane width increases 
probability of detection but at a cost. 
Similarly during sonar search the 
requirement to cover area must be 
balanced against guarantee (or more 
precisely lack of guarantee) that a 
target will be detected.  This operation 
was fortunate in detecting the 
geographical feature/ridge so early in 
the initial visual grid search as this 
enabled the layback estimates to be 
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revised with the result that subsequent 
“navigation” was possible and 
immediate transfer of search box 
achieved promptly. Discipline and 
Patience are both essential 
characteristics in any search of this 
nature as it only takes one corner cut to 
negate the efforts of days of search, or 
conversely the next search box/circle is 
the one that will be prove successful - 
provided a systematic approach is 
used. The temptation to investigate 
‘new theories’ before the previous one 
is actually exhausted, should be 
avoided.

83. The successful location of this 
aircraft was achieved by a number of 
factors including collation of all 
available information (including that 
considered wild) and presentation in 
such a manner as to be freely available 
to those concerned. In this way as each 
successive theory is proven to be 
wrong there is always another one. The 
only time to become despondent is 
when no more theories arise.  This 
“what if” or questioning approach 
enabled a reason to be arrived at when 
“guaranteed” targets were not detected 
on successive run. In the final analysis 
this was perceived to be due to seabed 
current fluctuations greater than 
anticipated, both in magnitude and 
direction. Having been afforded the 
luxury of several days first hand 
experience the differences in seabed 
current and visibility, despite broadly 
similar surface conditions, were 
appreciable.

84. The successful recovery of this 
aircraft was achieved by the wisdom of 
having back ups, or contingent 
arrangements in as many areas as 
possible. The Oceaneering “preferred” 
spooler failed, to be backed up by the 
larger – unmanageable spooler, which 
affected the lift in a far better 
controlled manner than that originally 

envisaged. The Magellan was backed 
up by another, as it happened unused, 
ROV. Even the umbilical, crucial to 
both ROV and DOSS operations, had a 
spare. Electronic components are 
notoriously fickle and the failure rate 
of some, such as responders, was 
surprising. The transponder fitted to 
the main cabin lift was just such a 
contingency, so that if the lift failed for 
any reason the search for the highest 
priority engines would be 
straightforward. Additional preventer 
strops were fitted to each 
undercarriage, as a contingency. 
However the option of fitting a 
transponder to the cabin, cockpit and 
tail boom was not available due to 
failure or non-availability of further 
transponders. Another crucial factor 
was the fabrication and use of the Sea 
Skua “jettison tool” capable of 
releasing the weapon from its carrier. 
Had we been unsuccessful in this 
aspect contractual exclusion would 
have prevented any attempted 
recovery?  A combination of forward 
planning, onboard fabrication facility 
and ROV crew dexterity prevented this 
being a serious problem.  

85. There were 21 days, (504 
hours) spent on site during this 
operation, most of which were 
gainfully employed, many were 
essential maintenance and some were 
delays and frustration caused by 
(summer) weather. On the day that the 
lift was eventually achieved the best 
weather was experienced; low swell, 
no seas and no wind.  However had the 
previous run of bad weather persisted, 
then success may well have remained 
elusive, without a further contract 
extension. There is a fine line between 
success and lack of success, with not 
all of the numerous factors being fully 
controllable.
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Sonar Locator Beacons – A final 
word 
 
86.   Most UK MOD air platforms 
should have both 37.5khz and 9.5Khz 
SLBs14.  This requirement was 
mandated in the early 1980’s following 
a large number of aircraft ditching in 
the late 70’s including an early 
Tornado prototype, which took a 
significant period of time to locate and 
recover.   

 
9.5 khz SLB  
 
87. The 9.5khz beacon has a 
greater range, but a reduced battery 
life15.  This frequency was chosen as at 
the time (late 1970s) as the optimum 
frequency for submarine detection.  As 
submarine detection technology has 
improved the optimum frequency has 
become lower and is now around 6khz.  
As a consequence some submarine 
detection systems can no longer detect 
9.5khz.  Noting the recent BEA 
recommendationii concerning the 
introduction of lower frequency 
beacons.   It is proposed that the 
current ideal frequency for long range 
detection using anti submarine warfare 
assets is 6 khz.   The author 
understands that at least one 
manufacturer has developed a 6 khz/90 
days battery life beacon, that is similar 
in size to the current 37.5khz beacon. 
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Vessel selection 
Mark Loughlin 

Salvage & Marine Operations 
Ministry of Defence 

United Kingdom 

Aim

•  Present an overview of a typical vessel 
selection and charter for an aircraft 
salvage

•  Highlight the key recovery options 
•  Highlight some of the potential risks and 

pitfalls in poor vessel selection 
•  Sources of information on best practice 

Sometimes it’s better to be a ROV 
pilot than a diver! 
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Ditch Position 
•  Dictates the entire operation and vessel 

selection
•  Depth
•  Environmental conditions 

– Currents and tides 
–  In water visibility 
– Prevailing weather 

•  Nearest key port 
•  Availability of suitable vessels in region 

Depth
•  Primary constraint on recovery options 

Depth Method Notes 
0 to10m Various Special cases, can cause issues

<50m Air Diving <35m in practice

25m  to <300m Saturation Diving <250m more typical, 500m 
possible?

<2000m Typical Offshore 
ROVs

Max operating depth can vary

2000m – 
6000m

Specialist ROVs Few available

6000m + VERY specialist 
ROVS

VERY few available

Air Diving 
Strength Weakness

Widely available 50m max operating 
depth

Portable systems 
available

Very inefficient below 
35m

Can be operated from 
a wide variety of 
vessels

Prolonged recovery 
operations, pose 
greater risk from 
weather, loss/
burial of 
wreckage etc. 

Ideal for locations 
where limited 
depth prevents 
access by larger 
vessels

Saturation Diving 
Strength Weakness 

300m max 
operating depth 
(250m more 
common)

Requires large, 
complex vessel to 
operate

Very efficient 
continuous
working
possible (twin 
bell)

Vessels not readily 
available
worldwide

Reduced
operation
duration,
reduces project 
risk from 
weather etc. 

Expensive day rate 
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Work class ROV 
Strength Weakness 

2000m max operating 
depth (can vary) 

Requires large, 
complex vessel to 
operate

Continuous working 
possible

Vessels not readily 
available worldwide 

No man in the water, 
reduced Health and 
Safety risk 

Prolonged recovery 
operations, pose 
greater risk from 
weather, loss/burial 
of wreckage etc. 

ROVs are slower than 
divers, particularly 
with high dexterity 
tasks, stropping 
wreckage,
recovering large 
number of small 
items

Vessel Chartering 

•  Define requirements –
– Size of aircraft – Craneage, deck space 
– Depth at crash site – ROV or DSV 
– Spec of v/l fit – Twin ROV, Air, Sat etc. 
– Human remains requirements 
– Expected operation duration 
– Ancillaries – Heli-deck, survey and tracking, 

number of charterers personnel, etc. 
– Auditing and certification requirements 

Approaching the market 

•  Issue a Statements of 
Requirements to the 
market through 
appropriate ship brokers 

•  Indicate the deadline for 
responses

Intelligent Selection 

•  Assess all tender 
responses fully 

•  What initially 
appears to be the 
most suitable 
solution may not be
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Vessel Selection Criteria 
•  Capability – Can it perform 

the required task? 
•  Performance – How quickly 

and effectively can it 
perform the task? 

•  Location – Where is it? 
•  Availability – Is it currently 

on another task? When will 
be available? 

•  Cost – What will the entire
cost be using this option? 
Incorporating mob/demob, 
transit times etc. 

Performance

•  Certain vessels perform better in some 
environments than others 

•  Check specification of vessel fit
•  e.g.

–  Apparently similar ROVs can vary widely in HP 
–  State of the Art modern ROV manipulators are hugely 

more capable than typical equipment of 10 years ago 
–  Twin bell sat boat at least 30% more efficient than 

single

Location
•  Majority of vessels suitable for aircraft salvage 

support offshore oil and gas industry 

•  Key regions: 
– North Sea 
– Arabian Gulf 
– Gulf of Mexico 
– West Africa 

Specialist Deep Water 

•  There are very few vessels designed and 
fitted to operate at +2000m 

•  May be necessary to charter vessel and 
equipment separately 

•  This can cause complications and greater 
risk – compatibility issues, power, deck 
loadings, etc. 

•  Contract issues and greater expense 
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Costs
•  Charter rates may seem 

extremely expensive 
–  E.g. Sat vessel North Sea 

£150k per day 
•  However, cost of ownership is 

huge!
•  Larger vessel may have 70 – 80 

crew members 
•  + insurance, fuel, maintenance, 

taxes etc.
•  Remember – Supply and 

Demand!

Total cost 

Total recovery cost =
Mobilisation +

(vessel day rate x duration)
+ demobilisation cost 

Mobilisation and demobilisation 
costs

•  When assessing charter costs mob and 
demob fees need to be treat with care 

•  May be a fixed price or a daily rate 
•  May have “hidden” costs to charterers 

account - e.g. V/L on hire until divers 
decompressed – extra 7 days? 

•  Ensure the on-hire/off hire requirements 
are fair and balanced 
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International Marine Contractors 
Association

•  IMCA
–  international trade association 

representing offshore, marine 
and underwater engineering 
companies

–  categories exist for contractors; 
suppliers of equipment, 
consultancies, training 
providers

–  Offers guidance on all areas of 
offshore operations 

Summary
•  Vessel chartering is complex and can be 

expensive if you get it wrong 
•  Obtain as much advance information of the 

crash site before specifying requirements.
•  Always have a full understanding of a vessels 

capabilities and limitations before chartering 
•  Understand the task before you buy the tools 
•  Ensure the charter party is fair and balanced 

before signing, the devil is in the detail 
•  If you think employing an expert is 
expensive, try employing an amateur! 

Questions?

Vessel Audits 
•  As a responsible charterer you will want to ensure the vessel how 

required certification and provide evidence of appropriate safety 
equipment, training, maintenance, ownership, pollution insurance 
etc.

•  Certification issued by Flag State of vessel and by v/l Classification 
Society

•  IMCA CMID (Common Marine Inspection Document) Audits 
•  IMCA DESIGN (Diving Equipment Systems Inspection Guidance 

Notes) Audits 
•  The ISM code “International Management Code for the Safe 

Operation of Ships and for Pollution Prevention “ (SMS - Safety 
Management System ) 

Liabilities
•  As principal contractor you may have 

shared responsibilities if the project goes 
wrong -  e.g. 
–  Vessel damages sub-sea pipeline 

during recovery 

•  Always ensure vessel is fixed with 
appropriate charter party such as 
BIMCO Supplytime 

•  Any dispute will take a long time to 
settle with a charter in place,
without ………… 
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SECOND ECAC WORKSHOP 
ON UNDERWATER RECOVERY OPERATIONS 

Cyprus, 18 - 20 October 2010 

ITALIAN JOINT DELEGATION 

Review of the  ATR 72 TS-LBB Search and 
Recovery Operations 

Agenzia Nazionale per la Sicurezza del Volo 
(ANSV)

2nd ECAC Workshop on  
Underwater Recovery Operations
Larnaka, Cyprus – 18-20.10.2010

On August 6th 2005, the ATR 72-202, registration 
marks TS-LBB, experienced a dual engine failure and 
ditched offshore Palermo (Sicily-Italy) while operated as 
a non-scheduled flight from Bari (Italy) to Djerba 
(Tunisia) with 39 persons on board.

At 13:21 UTC, after 50 minutes of flight, the crew 
experienced the engine 2 failure followed 100 s later by 
the engine 1 flame out and decided to divert to Palermo 
Punta Raisi a/p. 

After gliding for about 16’, the aircraft was flown to a 
ditching procedure North-East offshore from Palermo 
airport.
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At impact with the sea surface the aircraft broke 
into three parts.

15 passengers and 1 flight assistant reported fatal 
injuries. All other occupants reported serious and 
minor injuries. 

Palermo TWR promoted the immediate SAR 
operations, addressing the 12° MRSC (Maritime
Rescue Sub Center) Coast Guard based in Palermo 
to the coordinates of impact. 

Means deployed in SAR operations under CG 
coordination:
•  13 patrol boats; 
•  2 zodiacs; 
•  1 water ambulance; 
•  3 helos. 

The area was firstly reached by a HEMS helicopter 
31’ after the accident.  

The forward part (fuselage part and cockpit) and the 
rear part (fuselage part and tail section) sank  
approximately 45-50 minutes after ditching.

Sea depth in the area is around 1500 meters: the 
aircraft’s flight recorders located in the tail section 
were not accessible. 

Wings and engine recovery  

After ANSV taking care of ensuring the achievement 
of the requested economical resources and 
establishing the necessary level of cooperation with 
the government and the judicial authority, wreckage 
localization and recovery operations were started on 
Aug. 9th under the coordination of the Italian Navy. 

The missing parts of the 
wreckage were located by 
using the ocean research 
ship "Ammiraglio Magnaghi" 
and the ship “Universitatis”.

The “Ammiraglio Magnaghi”
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Full search of the seabed was carried out by using a 
multibeam acoustic sounder (ELAC BOTTOMCHART 
MKII, 50 KHz), with 50% of area overlap between the 
lines (parallel pattern search with a track spacing of 
1000 m).
Speed of ship was kept between 3 and 6 kt. 
Orientation of search: East to West and viceversa.

While refining the search in a 2.5 km square area a 
single beam acoustic sounder (SIMRAD EA 600, 38 
KHz) was also used.
In this case the track spacing was reduced to 100 m 
and the orientation of search was North to South and 
East to West, and viceversa.

The following search stage was carried out using a side 
scan sonar towed by an underwater ROV (Remotely 
Operated Vehicle), the Remora 6000 (submersible 
class: 25 hp), able to operate up to 6000 m.

ROV Remora 6000, launch/
submersion phases

ROV Remora 6000, mechanical arms

Recovery took place between August 26th and September 
2nd, accomplished by the company Phoenix (appointed by 
the Italian Navy). 

The ship used for the support of instrumentation and 
equipment was the “EDT ARES” (Cypriot flag), with on 
board personnel from Italian Navy, ANSV and Phoenix. 

Tasks of maritime survey were accomplished by the Italian 
Coast Guard all along the search and recovery operations. 

The “Ammiraglio Magnaghi” left the port of Taranto, 
where it was berthed, at 20.20 LT of the day following 
the accident and reached the area of the operations 
two days later.  

The search and location operations of wreckage were 
started on August 9th, at 05.30 LT and ended on 
August 12th, 2005 at 15.00 LT. 

The activities were carried out in favorable 
meteorological conditions, across a 10 NM square 
surrounding the position where the wings and nacelles 
were recovered. 
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All people on board of the “EDT ARES” were firstly 
instructed about the existing emergency procedures.

The ROV was operated by the Phoenix people from the 
control room, installed on the ship in an external container. 

Survey room
(Navy & ANSV)

ROV Remora 6000, control room 
(Phoenix)

In the survey room, the images of the camera installed on 
ROV were showed on 3 monitors to allow the ANSV and  
Navy personnel to coordinate the ongoing search and 
recovery operations. 

Tail section laying on the sea bottom Mechanical arm in action 

Wreckage recovered on the ship deck Tail section recovery 

Tail section on the ship deck 
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Cockpit Voice Recorder Flight Data Recorder missing 
from rack 

The FDR was also located, thanks to the detection of the 
signals (f: 37.5 KHz; ping rate: 1 Hz) emitted by its ULB.

Data recorders dip in distilled water to 
be stored during transportation 

Final phase of the TS-LBB flight path (FDR data)
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Same dimensions and installation interface. 
–  FQI for the ATR 42 could erroneously be installed on

an ATR 72 model and viceversa.
–  The only visible difference between the two FQIs is

the indication in small white digits of the maximum
fuel quantity per tank, which is “2500” for the ATR 72
and “2250” for the ATR 42. 

Indication with FQI ATR 72 

Indication with FQI ATR 42  

ATR 72 – tests with 
400+400 Kg fuel on board 

OUTCOMES

 The ANSV and the Italian Coast Guard signed a
MoU in order to enhance the cooperation between
these two entities in case of accident at sea. 

 Particular emphasis is put on the mutual training
aspects.

LESSONS LEARNT

  Big challenges to be faced: 
 Resources to be found and deployed; 
  Time constraint; 
 Coordination among many different actors. 

  Essential elements to handle: 
  International involvements; 
 Relationship with the judicial authority; 
  Information issues (relatives of victims,
mass media, public opinion, etc.). 
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Ministry of  
Defence 

Ministry of  
Cultural Heritage 

Ministry of   
Fishing Politics 

Civil Protection 
Authority

Ministry of  
Transports 

Ministry of   
Internal Affairs 

Judicial Authority 

Ministry of  
Environment 

It is a Corps of  the 
Italian NAVY 

It is coordinated by  
Ministry of  Transports 

Human Resources of  
11.000 units 

Fusion Center for every 
Maritime Activity 
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Maritime Rescue Coordination Center

Maritime Rescue Sub Center

SAR ORGANIZATION 

  in a SAR AOR 
of  497.000 nm²

    along  4.000 nm 
 of  coastline 

    (3)  AIR BASES – (20) AIR ASSETS 

    (12)  Helicopters 

    (8)  Fixed Wing 

   (40) Long Endurance Patrol Boat 

(95) SAR Boat “all weather condition” 

(265) Coastal Patrol Boat 

    (113) NAVAL BASES  –  (400) NAVAL ASSETS 

Primary naval base

Secondary naval base

    (5)  DIVING GROUPS – (80) DIVERS 

     able to operate to a max depth of: 
60 m (air) - 12 m (oxygen) 

     provided with a Remotely Operated Vehicle 
 able to operate to a max depth of  300 m 
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NEW  MULTIROLE VESSEL 
(ready by 2011) 

It will be equipped with an underwater 

exploration system made of  a
Remotely Operated Vehicle and a Side
Scan Sonar able to operate to a max 
depth of  2500 meters.
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Maritime Rescue Coordination Center

Maritime Rescue Sub Center
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It is the stage when a Crisis Staff is activated to achieve 

the maximum coordination between the SAR operations at sea 

and the land operations, in order to ensure the safety of 

the survivors without disregarding any other aspect of 

interest.

It is the stage when SAR organization receives and 

evaluates the alarm information about an aircraft in 

flight over the sea from Air Traffic Services or other 

sources (Cospas/Sarsat, etc.) 

• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

It is the stage of immediate response after the alarm 

receiving, based on a prearranged system of check lists and 

procedures starting with the launch of naval and air assets 

in readyness status. 
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FRANCE

ISRAEL 

LIBYA 

SLOVENIA 

SPAIN 

TURKEY 
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“3 ROOMS” MODEL 
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2
© ACSA 2010

ACSA
Group ALCEN

2010-10-18 Chypre V1.ppt

Why do we need efficient operations

•   Crisis management does not leave room to long
   and complex operations due to high media pressure 

•   Efficiency means: success 

•   Efficiency means: lower costs 

3
© ACSA 2010

ACSA
Group ALCEN

2010-10-18 Chypre V1.ppt

What we learned from previous experience

1/ Understand accident environment 

 2/ Locate hay stack 

 3/ Locate needles 

 4/ Determine wreck depth 

 5/ Select adequate rescue means 

 6/ Fast recovery by homing directly onto target

Efficiency is linked to sequencing operations step by step 

Needles metric positioning accuracy will highly reduce recovery operations’ time 

4
© ACSA 2010

ACSA
Group ALCEN Flying team concept

- 2-3 Men team 
- Light weight equipment, flown
  to site  on commercial airlines 
- Ship of opportunity onsite mobilization 
- Transit to accident site, whatever sea state is 
- Relocate hay stack and measure depth 
- Locate needles 

1
© ACSA 2010

 Search and Recovery 

Towards efficient underwater operations 

Larnaca, October 18th 2010 

ACSA
Group  ALCEN

2010-10-18 Chypre V1.ppt
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ACSA
Group ALCEN

DETECTOR-1000

1. Dip Detector below thermocline 
and surface noise, 

2. Acquire signal for 5 minutes, 
3. Recover it back on board, 
4. While transitting to next station, 

Process data: ULB is around or not, 
5. Dip again and get homing direction.   

Software output: ULB Measured frequency & Repetition rate 

Operations not dependant on weather conditions

7
© ACSA 2010

ACSA
Group ALCEN DETECTOR-1000 DEPLOYMENT

•  Deploy a test ULB outside search area, 

•  Run stations with a 2 km spacing, 
•  Determine practical detection range, 

•  Calculate stations spacing, 

•  Calculate stations grid, 
•  Evaluate mission duration. 

8
© ACSA 2010

ACSA
Group ALCEN Coverage speed example

Detection range 6 km 
Search area 50x50 Km 

49 Stations
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ACSA
Group ALCEN GIB Buoys

3 Components

- GPS Receiver 
- Acoustic receiver 
- UHF Radio

ULBs X-Y coordinates  
calculation

by triangulation 
for each Ping received 

11
© ACSA 2010

ACSA
Group ALCEN Positioning accuracy

By improving UW positioning accuracy by a factor 10, 
search area is reduced by a 100 factor 
and operations cost will follow ! 

Today a positioning accuracy of 1 m is a reality,  
even at great depth, when right equipment is employed 
and properly  operated. 

During last ACSA's operation in more than 1000 m depth, 
it took only 15 minutes for the ROV to find the helicopter 
using ACSA's GIB buoys calculated ULB coordinates. 

ONE POINT TO KEEP IN MIND 

12
© ACSA 2010

ACSA
Group ALCEN GIB equipment track records

2004  Boeing "Flash Airlines" Sharm El sheikh, 
    - Needle positioning 4 Hours 

   - Recovery: Folloing nigth 

2006  Airbus Black Sea Sotchi (BEA Mission) 
  - Needle positioning 4 Hours 

                - Recovery : 5 weeks later burried ! 

2007  Military helicopter Red Sea 
  - Needle positioning 24 Hours 
  - Recovery : 5 weeks later 15 minutes

100% successful missions

9
© ACSA 2010

ACSA
Group ALCEN DETECTOR-1000  MISSION DURATION

Boat speed Knots

Coverage km2/H

• Search area size:         50x50 km 
•  Slant detection range:          6 km 
•  Stations spacing:                10 km 
•  Stations number:                49 
•  Station coverage:                93 km2

•  Station duration                 15 min. 
•  Transit time (20 Kt.):           13 min.   
•  Time between stations:       28 min. 
•  Coverage speed:               176 km2

•  Mission duration:                 14 h 
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ACSA
Group ALCEN Limassol demonstration

•  Equipment: GIB-Lite system 
   (Coastal exercise with diver), 
•  Site: Limassol, 
•  Boat : CY-DIVE, 
•  Transit to exercice area, 
•  Drop ULB, 
•  Moor 4 buoys, 
•  Locate ULB Long. & Lat., 
•  Measure depth, 
•  Moor drop weight 
  with surface float, 
•  Locate drop weight on sea bed, 
•  Guide diver, 
•  ULB recovery by diver, 
•  Bring BB back to surface.

15
© ACSA 2010

ACSA
Group ALCEN More information

Mail
hthomas@underwater-gps.com
jlbarrere@underwater-gps.com

or visit 
www.underwater-gps.com

Contact us for free 
equipment demonstration 

at sea.

13
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ACSA
Group ALCEN One more important point!

The red stripe lemon float

       Float: 3 Key functions: 

- Show recorder position
  above the mud during 
  imaging dives 

- Used by recovery robot 
  for homing, optical DP   
  and automatic recovery 

- Vertical line facilitates 
  gripping in automatic mode 

A third objet to be carried on board aircraft ! 
(ICAO recommendation required)

In 26% accident, ULD was
separated from recorder
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© ACSA 2010

Demonstration objectives (1/2 Day)

1.  Transit to exercise area, 
2.  Moor 4 buoys, 
3.  Drop ULB, 
4.  Locate ULB Long. & Lat., 

 measure depth, 
5.  Moor drop weight 

  with yellow pinger, 
6.  Guide diver & 

 ULB pop up, 
7.  Recover buoys 
8.  Transit back.

3
© ACSA 2010

Phases timing

Difference is training! 

           Phase                               Minutes > AM PM 

1  Transit to exercise area 15       10    

2  Moor 4 buoys 55       15    

3  Drop ULB 5         5    

4  Locate ULB Long. & Lat., Depth 15       10    

5  Drop marker line with yellow pinger 15         5    

6  Guide diver &  ULB pop up 5         5    

7 Demonstartion of diver tracking 5       10    

8  Buoys recovery 15       20    

9  Transit back (Bus) 10       10    

Total Time (Minutes) 140 90 

Total Time (Hours) 2.3 1.5 

4
© ACSA 2010

Conclusion

Using adequate equipment and
positioning accuracy are the 2 keys! 

This was just a demonstration. 

In real circumstances, things
might be a bit more complex. 
It will help understand why in
our last deep water operation, 
 it only took 15 minutes for the
ROV to reach the helicopter .

1
© ACSA 2010

 Search and Recovery 

Efficient underwater operations 

Demonstration debriefing 

Larnaca, October 20th 2010 

ACSA
Group  ALCEN

2010-10-20 ACSA-ECAC.ppt
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ACSA
Group  ALCEN

2010-10-20 Chypre V1.ppt

The GIB LITE system in front of the boat 

Black Box 

Yellow pinger 

7
© ACSA 2010

ACSA
Group  ALCEN

2010-10-20 Chypre V1.ppt

The GIB LITE system in front of our boat 

Targeted position 

Real position 

ULB cloud of points 

Boat (Deck Unit) 

200 m 

GIB LITE and Black Box mooring 

8
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ACSA
Group  ALCEN

2010-10-18 Chypre V1.ppt

Zoom on the ULB cloud of points 

1. Process ULB 
position during 
10 minutes 

2. Process the 
average position: 
each square is 5 
x 5 m 

3. Put the « ULB » 
waypoint at the 
average position 

5 m 

5
© ACSA 2010

Demonstrations
 photographs 
 and videos 
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ACSA
Group  ALCEN

2010-10-20 Chypre V1.ppt

ULB

Yellow pinger 
position
(diver’s line) 

Processing the diver’s route 
from P2 to ULB 

Diver’s route: 
330° - 9 meters 

10 m 

11
© ACSA 2010

ACSA
Group  ALCEN

2010-10-18 Chypre V1.ppt

Black Box 

ULB

Float

Finding the black box 

12
© ACSA 2010

ACSA
Group  ALCEN

2010-10-18 Chypre V1.ppt

Real time recovery : 2 minutes !!! 

Film : ULB Recovery.mov 

9
© ACSA 2010

ACSA
Group  ALCEN

2010-10-20 Chypre V1.ppt

Installing a line for the diver 

1. Go on the « ULB » waypoint 

2. Moor a line with the yellow 
pinger (32 kHz) at the 
bottom

3. Process the position of the 
yellow pinger 

Yellow pinger 

Lest
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© ACSA 2010

More information

Mail
hthomas@underwater-gps.com
jlbarrere@underwater-gps.com

or visit 
www.underwater-gps.com

Contact us for free 
equipment demonstration 

at sea.

13
© ACSA 2010

ACSA
Group  ALCEN

2010-10-18 Chypre V1.ppt

Black Box recovery: 
 the End 
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Scenario	  

Scenario	  

EDT	  Aries	  

• Dynamic	  Posi-oning	  (DP2)	  

• Li3ing	  Equipment:	  
– Hydramarine	  Knuckle	  Boom	  Crane	  (30T)	  

– Hydrali3	  S-ff	  Boom	  (15T)	  

– A-‐Frame	  (25T)	  

• ROV	  Remora	  
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Remora	  
(Phoenix	  Interna9onal)	  

• 6000m	  depth	  

• Twin	  manipulators	  

• 37.5	  kHz	  homing	  device	  

EDT	  Aries	  

• Dynamic	  Posi-oning	  (DP2)	  

• Li3ing	  Equipment:	  
– Hydramarine	  Knuckle	  Boom	  Crane	  (30T)	  

– Hydrali3	  S-ff	  Boom	  (15T)	  

– A-‐Frame	  (25T)	  

• ROV	  Remora	  

• ROV	  friendly	  basket	  

For	  demonstra9on	  purposes	  .	  .	  .	  

•  Shallow	  water	  (67m)	  
–  Aries	  beYer	  suited	  for	  deep	  water	  opera-ons	  

•  Planning	  and	  prepara-on	  are	  complete	  
–  Food	  
–  Weather	  
–  Equipment	  

–  Aircra3	  general	  arrangement	  (for	  strong	  points)	  

•  Black	  box	  fiYed	  to	  aircra3	  

•  No	  debris	  field	  

• Arrived	  at	  debris	  loca-on	  
–  (1142)	  ROV	  off	  deck	  

–  (1145)	  ROV	  le3	  surface	  
–  (1152)	  ROV	  on	  boYom	  
–  (1203)	  Basket	  released	  

ROV	  control	  room	  	   Survey	  room	  	   Bridge	  DP	  sta-on	  	  
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• Search	  begins	  .	  .	  .	  
– 360	  degree	  sweep	  

• Direc-on	  hydrophone	  (37.5	  kHz)	  
• Visual	  cameras	  

• Forward	  looking	  sonar	  

– 2	  pings	  heard	  

– ROV	  moved	  on	  a	  bearing	  towards	  the	  strongest	  
signal	  

–  (1213)	  visual	  contact	  made	  with	  aircra3	  wreckage	  
and	  source	  of	  37.5	  kHz	  ping	  

• Op-ons	  .	  .	  .	  
– Survey	  site	  

– Survey	  wreckage	  
• Take	  images	  of	  wreckage	  	  
• Take	  images	  of	  instrument	  panel	  

• Locate	  beacon	  

– Locate	  source	  of	  second	  ping	  

• Difficult	  to	  get	  good	  fix	  on	  second	  beacon	  

• Decision	  made	  to	  recover	  wreckage	  and	  
remove	  one	  beacon	  from	  the	  water	  

–  (1308)	  aircra3	  rigged	  for	  recovery	  

–  (1324)	  aircra3	  on	  deck	  

• Search	  for	  second	  beacon	  resumed	  
• Beacon	  heard	  but	  difficult	  to	  get	  good	  fix	  by	  

homing	  in	  on	  ping	  with	  ROV	  

• Other	  op-ons	  
– Make	  systema-c	  search	  through	  a	  grid	  
– Triangulate	  by	  taking	  bearings	  from	  3	  or	  more	  

loca-ons	  	  

• However	  .	  .	  ran	  out	  of	  -me	  

• ROV	  and	  basket	  recovered	  

• End	  of	  demonstra-on	  
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Facili9es	  for	  delegates	  	  

• Sea-ng	  on	  a3	  deck	  under	  gazebos	  
• TV	  screens	  showing	  ROV	  camera	  footage	  

Facili9es	  for	  delegates	  	  

• Access	  to	  ROV	  control	  room	  and	  survey	  room	  
• Live	  commentary	  during	  significant	  events	  

• Lots	  of	  food	  and	  drink	  .	  .	  .	  
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www.fugro.com

Fugro – an introduction 

ECAC Workshop  
Underwater recovery operations

20 October, 2010

www.fugro.com

Introduction

•  Fugro profile, organisation & resources 

•  Offshore Survey Division 

•  Deep water search tools & methodology 

•  The rediscovery of “Danton” 

www.fugro.com

Fugro – investigating planet earth 

Our mission is to be the world’s leading service-provider in the collection and 
interpretation of data relating to the earth’s surface and sub-surface, and in the 
support of infrastructure developments on land, at the coast and on the seabed. 

www.fugro.com

Worldwide Resources 

Fugro’s people, vessels, equipment and facilities expand and develop to meet 
the demands of new challenges in new regions and provide continuous high 
quality service that exceeds the expectations of our customers. 

50 Vessels CPT Trucks 
CPT Towers 75 24 Laboratories 25 Jack-up Platforms13,500 Employees

50 Aircraft 215 Land-based Rigs
16 Offshore Rigs 275 Offices126 ROVs 8 AUVs
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www.fugro.com

Services

Positioning
Services

Construction
Support

Geophysical
Services

Marine
Surveys

Metocean
Services

www.fugro.com

Organisation

The Fugro organisation comprises three main divisions - Geoscience, Survey
and Geotechnical.  Each of these incorporates business lines that specialise 
in particular client services.

www.fugro.com

Offshore Survey Division 

Fugro Offshore Survey represents individual companies worldwide, working 
together to provide offshore and nearshore survey solutions that meet the 
specific objectives of an international customer base. 

www.fugro.com

Products & Activities 

Positioning
Services

Construction
Support

Geophysical
Services

Marine
Surveys

Metocean
Services

GNSS and DGNSS 

Rig Moves 

VSP 

Underwater
Positioning

Vessel Tracking & 
Fleet Management 

Remote Positioning 
Services

Pipe Lay 

Platform and Subsea 
Installation Support 

Tow Out of Structures
and Pipelines 

Float Over 
Operations Support 

Trenching Support 

Windfarm Installation 
Support

Dimensional Control 

AUV Survey Services 

Environmental
Surveys

Shallow Target High 
Resolution Surveys 

Ultra-High Resolution 
Surveys

Hydrographic
Charting Surveys 

EEZ and UNCLOS 
Consultancy and 
Surveys

Airborne LIDAR 
Bathymetry Surveys 

Seabed Sampling 
and Sediment Coring 

Desk Studies and 
GIS Services 

Metocean
Measurement

Metocean Monitoring 

Metocean
Consultancy

Weather Forecasting 

SEAWATCH 
Monitoring

Structural Monitoring 
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www.fugro.com

Local Presence - Global Perspective 

Fugro’s Offshore Survey presence across six continents deploys specialist
vessels, personnel and technology on an unrivalled scale.  55 local offices in 38 
countries are backed by an integrated global resource network.

North America

South America

Europe

Asia

Africa

Australia

www.fugro.com

DW search & identification tools – AUV & ROV 

www.fugro.com 

Deep Water Search Methodology 

Information gathering 

•  Desk study 

•  Bathymetric reconnaissance survey 

•  Planning for AUV survey 

Screening survey  

• AUV survey for WD > 500m 

•  Area survey (100 kHz sss, mbes) for 
target identification 

•  Detailed Box-in of targets (500kHz 
sss, stills photo) 

Detection survey 

•  ROV acoustic inspection 

•  ROV visual inspection & recovery 

www.fugro.com 

Rediscovery of the Danton 

 March 1917 - French battleship 
Danton torpedoed and sank off 
Sardinia 

 28 Dec 2007 – Fugro AUV 
“Echo Surveyor-1” collects 
sidescan sonar images of 
125m wreck lying in 1000m 
water depth 

 French Navy Commission 
(DREM) confirm discovery is 
Danton 

 26 Jan 2008 – Fugro Triton XL 
ROV collects very high 
resolution multibeam & 
underwater video confirming 
wreck is a WW1 battleship 

www.fugro.com

ECAC Workshop 

Thank you 
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www.fugro.com

Contents - Smart tools for smart solutions 

  Smart tools

  Challenging terrain 

  Smart solutions: 
–  Maritime charting and Hydrography 
–  Oil & Gas 
–  Offshore Mining 

  Future expansion 

www.fugro.com

Fugro AUV 

www.fugro.com 

Smart tools – why do an AUV survey? 

  Payload - essentially standard sensors: 
 MBES, SSS, SBP, Camera, pipeline tracking 

  Not just spectacular data with superior INS 
positioning… 

  .. but the un-tethered operation allows efficient 
solutions in ever more remote and challenging 
underwater areas to support engineering 
developments 

www.fugro.com

The expanding world of AUV surveys: 
smart tools, smart solutions 

Eric Robertson 
Fugro Survey Limited

October 2010
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Challenging terrain: deep water 

Established technical and commercial market for deep water seabed surveys for AUV 
with proven endurance in water depths to 3000m and beyond: 

Hugin AUV have combined track record of >250,000 line km’s of survey 

Clay diaper 1000m wd, Nigeria Hugin mission planning 

www.fugro.com

Challenging Terrain: infrastructure 

Remus 100 data, Nigeria 
(data example from Shell Nigeria) 

Developing market in acoustic pipeline inspection and asset management in 
congested or remote areas. 

Gavia Surveyor data, Australia 

www.fugro.com

Challenging Terrain: pack ice 

Ice breaker trajectory 

AUV line plan 

Kongsberg Hugin from icebreaker 

O&G industry is exploring in ever more challenging environments for which the most 
extreme is potential under ice surveys:

eg Cairn Energy drilling offshore West Greenland, Shell Alaska developments in 
Chukchik sea.  Possible concepts :- 

UBC Canada lake survey with Gavia 

www.fugro.com

Smart solutions

•  Special order or regional mapping 
•  Protecting the environment & culture 

Maritime charting and Hydrography 

•  Exploration - Pre-drilling site surveys 
•  Development - Deepwater fields 
•  Asset management - Pipeline inspection 

Oil & Gas 

•  SMS and black smokers 
•  Alluvial diamonds 

Offshore Mining 

11—Fugro - auV surVeys
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www.fugro.com

Maritime charting & hydrography 
Maritime charting resolution is typically specified as a function of water depth but with 
AUV the water depth is almost irrelevant. AUV surveys can provide a level of detail 
not possible from 3D seismic or surface MBE 

Every survey can be special order and regional mapping at meaningful scales and 
resolution can become acheived   

Bathymetry from 3D first arrivals Bathymetry from AUV (data example courtesy of BP. RWE)

www.fugro.com

Protecting the environment & culture 

Many countries have a legislative framework to assess habitats prior to 
offshore development e.g. EU habitats directive, GoM MMS (for archaelogical 
wrecks or chemosynthetic communities) 
–  Even deep water areas can have rare and unique habitats 
–  Even deep water areas can be the resting place for historical wrecks 

Supporting responsible offshore development – 
requires habitat mapping at appropriate scales 

Gas Hydrate Ice worms (MMS) 

Lophelia pertusa 

Gas Hydrate Ice worms (MMS) Wreck of the Danton 

www.fugro.com

 AUV Surveys - Oil & Gas Life Cycle 

• Route reconnaissance
and detailed corridor 
mapping for oil & gas 
transmission.

• Acoustic
pipeline inspection 
to detect freespans 
damage or pipeline 
movement.

• Surveys provide engineering 
grade of data for the safe 
and economic installation of 
seabed facilities and 
flowlines.

• Map the seabed 
environment

•  Identify geohazards 
impacting on safety of 
drilling operations 

• Confirm future
developments will
not adversely impact the 
environment.

he Exploration
and appraisal 

drilling

• Su
gra
and
sea
flow

Field
development

• Ro
and
ma
tran

Pipeline route 
surveys

Asset
management

www.fugro.com

 Offshore mining 

 Offshore alluvial diamond industry – 
AUV ability to generate ever more 
detailed geophysical images has a 
direct bearing on efficiency and 
profitability.

  Seafloor Massive Sulphide (SMS) deposits are associated with relict submarine 
volcanic activity.  Exploration challenges include deep water, rugged seabed 
topography, steep slopes and relatively shallow mineralisation; which makes an AUV 
survey an attractive solution. 

AUV operations working or being considered for offshore mining applications: 

Courtesy of De Beers Marine 

Courtesy of Nautilus minerals and Neptune minerals 

www.fugro.com

Future expansion with low logistic AUV 

Improvements by manufacturers and contractors: 

Sensor improvements: 
•  SBP, USBL as standard 

Improved LARS 
•  Limited weather operating conditions 

Reliability of vehicles 
•  too many losses & near misses? 

 Significant progress with commercial acceptance of deep 
water AUV… 
 …but AUV play only a minor role in the wider geophysical 
survey market 

Need to compete on price with conventional survey 
•  Either full autonomy or parallel working 

www.fugro.com

Expanding world of AUV 

  The future’s bright … 
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Description and Status of the ProSAS-60 
6000m Synthetic Aperture Sonar System 

Presenter: Colin Stewart 
Co-Author: Jay Larsen 
Co-Author: Andy Wilby 

Typical Tow Configuration 

AMS-120

ProSAS-60

AMS-60

Towfish depth up to 6000m 

Introduction
●  Williamson & Associates

−  Object Search & Identification 
−  Cable/Pipeline route surveys 
−  Hydrographic and Geophysical Survey 

●  Continuing need advanced bottom survey 
capability
−  Target Search & Identification 

●  Historical shipwrecks 
●  Current / Recent Wreck Location / Debris 

Mapping / Small Target detection
●  Unexploded Ordinance (UXO) 

−  Cable/Pipeline route surveys 
●  Inshore to 2000 meters 
●  Bathymetry gridded at 1m 
●  Geologic anomaly definition 
●  Pipeline inspection 

−  Geophysical Site Survey 
●  Massive sulphide mounds (Subsea Mining) 
●  Geo-hazard site surveys (Oil and Gas)

●  Working with AST to develop 60 kHz SAS 
rated to 6000 meters 
−  1500 meter range per side 
−  Superior 10cm X 10cm resolution 
−  Co-located interferometric bathymetry 

Range Resolution Comparisons
Along and Across Track

Swath Width 
(m) Pulse Length 

Effective Range 
Resolution

(Pulse Length) 

Along Track 
Resolution at 

Far Field - 1.8° 
Beam

Selected Setting (m) (m) 

125 NOM 0.1050 3.93 

250 NOM 0.1305 7.85 

500 NOM 0.2610 15.71 

1000 NOM 0.5205 31.42 

1500 NOM 0.5205 47.13 

2000 NOM 1.0410 62.84 

2500 NOM 1.0410 78.55 

Swath Width 
(m) Pulse Length 

Effective Range 
Resolution

(Pulse Length) 

Along Track 
Resolution at 
ALL Ranges - 

1.8° Beam 
Selected Setting (m) (m) 

125 NOM 0.1000 0.1000 

250 NOM 0.1000 0.1000 

500 NOM 0.1000 0.1000 

1000 NOM 0.1000 0.1000 

1500 NOM 0.1000 0.1000 

2000 NOM 0.1000 0.1000 

2500 NOM 0.1000 0.1000 

AMS-60 SLS PS-60 SAS 
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Four Masted, 3000-Ton Coal Schooners
Frank A. Palmer & Louise B. Crary

ProSAS-175 SAS Sonar, 150m Range

Image courtesy of NOAA’s Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary 

Constant Resolution with Range 

PS60-6000 Vehicle 

●  Variant of same two part system used by Williamson with 
AMS-120, AMS-60, and SeaMarc-30 systems 

●  2,000 lb depressor weight 
●  50m neutrally buoyant tether 
●  Neutrally buoyant sensor platform 

−  Modular Projector / Receiver Arrays 
−  Titanium Bottle / SAS Electronics / Kearfott INS 
−  AML Oceanographic Sound Velocity Profiler (SVP) 
−  Teledyne RDI 150kHz DVL 
−  IXSEA Posidonia SSBL w/ 
    Acoustic Release Mechanism 
−  2300 lbs syntactic foam 
−  Paroscientific Digiquartz Depth Sensor 
−  Xenon strobe / RDF beacon 

Sonar Navigation Design
●  Why SAS, why now? 

−  Navigation precision to within ½ wavelength 
−  Sophisticated “micro-navigation” or post-

acquisition digital signal processing 
●  Inertial Navigation System (INS): Kearfott T18 

−  Downgraded Kearfott T24 to meet ITAR 
regulations for temporary export 

●  INS Requires Doppler Velocity Log (DVL) Aiding
for Speed-Over-Ground 
−  Typical altitudes for PS60 will be 150-200m, 

sometimes higher for obstacle avoidance 
−  No existing DVL provided needed altitude 
−  Commissioned new 150 kHz DVL from T-RDI 

●  SSBL Required 
−  Ixsea Posidonia system with Oceano RT2500  

transponder (8,000m+ range) 
−  At 6,000m it takes over 3 hours from surface 

to bottom lock 
−  Kalman error model set with high uncertainty 
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Projector Array 
● Resonant Frequency: 60 kHz 
● Horizontal Aperture: 13.5 cm 
● Vertical Aperture: 16.7 cm 
● Source Level: ~220 dB re 1 μPa @ 1m 
● Horizontal Beamwidth: 9 degrees 
● Vertical Beamwidth: 35 degrees 

Receive Array Modules 
●  Width: 108 cm 
●  Height: 40 cm 
●  Resonant Freq: ~120 kHz 
●  Syntactic Foam Backing 
●  Syntactic Acoustic Damping
●  8 Staves with 3 elements each 
 Ceramic Element Horizontal 
Spacing: 13.5 cm 
  Theoretical along-track resolution 
with SAS: 6.75 cm (1/2 spacing) 

●  Each element divided into two 
addressable sections: 
−  Vertical beam width: 35 / 16 / 10

degrees (allows for multipath 
suppression).

●  Three lines spaced in a Vernier 
providing bathymetry 

●  Signals are conditioned and 
digitized in the array housing 
and then transmitted to 
electronics bottle 

●  Oil-filled housing provides 
pressure rating of 9,000 psig 

Comparison to High Frequency SAS 
Parameter Low Frequency 

Long Range 
High Frequency 

Short Range 

Operating Frequency (Hz) 60 175 

Source Level (dB re 1 μPa) 220 214 

Pulse Length (ms) 20 3 

Pulse Energy (J) 16 1.2 

Chirp (kHz) 15 30 

Processing Gain (dB) 24 19 

Max Range (m) 1,500 250 

Receiver Beamwidth (deg) 9.4 8.7 

Speed at Max Range (kts) 2 3 

Coherence Length at Max Range (m) 247 38 

Coherence Lengths per Frame 3 4 

Frame Length (m) 741 152 

Pings per Frame 343 249 

Azimuthal Samples per Frame 10,976 5,976 

Range Samples per Frame 34,000 10,000 

Frame Processing Time (sec) 494 (8min 12sec) 76 (1min 16sec) 

Data Storage Rate (GB/hr) 35 55 

Resolution (cm) 10 x 10 2.5 x 2.5 

Area Coverage Rate (km2/day) 259 64 

Frequency difference in target detection / bottom 
analysis

Bottom ensonified at 60 kHzBottom ensonified at 200 kHz

Images courtesy of Ocean Observatories Initiative, Regional Scale Nodes, University of Washington 
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Page  15 

Cable Loop (Range 44m) 
Conventional SLS 

PPPPPPPPPage 111111 155555555555555555555555555555555555

Bottom ensonified at 60 kHzBottom ensonified at 200 kHz

Images courtesy of Ocean Observatories Initiative, Regional Scale Nodes, University of Washington 

Frequency difference in target detection / bottom 
analysis

Object next to pipe (Range 120m) 
Conventional SLS 

Page  16 

Cable Loop (Range 44m) 
SAS

PPPPPPPPPage 111111 166666666666666666666666666666666666
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ProSAS Surveyor PS60-6000 
●  Design completed, build and procurement in progress 

●  Integration and Testing October - December, 2010 

●  Sea Trials December 2010 – Mid January, 2011

●  Expected completion \ availability: Mid January, 2011 

●  Future upgrades including: 

  Dual transmit to double area coverage rate 

  Gap-Filling Sonar with similar resolution 

  AUV Implementation 

●  Challenge industry perceptions and standards 

Object next to pipe (Range 120m) 
SAS

Contact Info 

Colin Stewart 
cstewart@wassoc.com
206-285-8273 Office 
310-944-4803 Mobile 

Jay Larsen 
jay@slhydrospheric.com
406-250-6417 Mobile 

Andy Wilby 
andy_wilby@appsig.com
310-436-7028 Office 
310-944-4803 Mobile 

SL Hydrospheric, LLC 
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2nd ECAC Workshop on Underwater Recovery Operations 
 Larnaka, Cyprus - October 20 , 2010 

Update on the AF447 Sea Search Operations 

Olivier FERRANTE – BEA France 

Circumstances of the accident 

AF447 flight path 

Content

1 – Surface Search 

2 – Undersea Search: Phases 1, 2 and 3 

3 – Gathering and Analyzing more Data 

4 – Conclusions

Minimum depth 

Maximum depth 

Unknown Seabed 
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Surface Search

Gammagas (Antigua) Douce France 

Ursula (Singapore) 

Jo Cedar (NL) UAL Texas (NL) 

Atlantique 2 (French Navy) P3 Orion (US Navy) 

Falcon 50 (French Navy) Embraer R99 (Brazil) 

AWACS (French Air Force) 

Satellite Imagery
COSMO SkyMed (2 June 2009 – 08h16Z) 

Sea Search Plan 
Most probable accident zone: 
within a 40Nm radius around 
the last known position 
recorded (ACARS) 

Unknown currents between 1st 
June and 6 June 2009 

Retro drift calculations 
imprecise

Common grid defined with the 
French Navy 

Search Phases 

•  Phase 1: 10 June to 10 July 2009 
Acoustic search for Underwater Locator Beacons 

•  Phase 2: 27 July to 17 August 2009 
Search for the wreckage using a Side Scan Sonar 

•  Phase 3: 2 to 25 April 2010 and 3 to 24 May 2010 
Search using REMUS and ORION side-scan sonars 

LL: BEA recommendation on extension the ULB 
duration to 90 days 
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Divers

Diving suit 

Standard ROV 

ROV - specialized 
submarine

approx 2 km 

Phase 1: Means Used According to Depth 

Continental shelf 

Abyssal plateau 

Max. range of beacons 

LL: Lower Frequency Beacons 

Phase 1: Deploying the Towed Pinger locator (TPL) 

TPL 20 

TPL 40 

Fairmount Expedition & Fairmount Glacier 

 (Louis-Dreyfus Armateurs) 

 Experience from previous 
recovery operations 

 Extreme time pressure

LL: Be always prepared!

 Towed at a speed of 2 kt, about 70-100m 
above seabed 

  Swath: 1500 m (750 m both sides) 

  High coverage: 100 km²/day
  Frequency: 180 kHz 

  But, needs visual verifications with ROV 

  Not very efficient in rugged areas 

  Important logistic needed 

 The Pourquoi Pas? was also equipped with 
a hull-mounted multibeam sonar  for 
bathymetry and imagery 

Phase 2: Side Scan and Multibeam Sonars

Hull-mounted Multibeam Sonar 

Towed Side Scan Sonar 

Combining back-scattered data 

SSS 180 kHz Multibeam 12 kHz

Multibeam 24 kHz Rocky formation

LL: Development of a new methodology extensively used during phase 3 

Phase 2: Completion of the Bathymetry Preparation of Phase 3 

•  Determination of a new search zone 

–  Widening data collection 

–  Work on current models 

–  New reverse-drift simulations 

–  Cross-checking with other sources 
•  Work with French Air Force on AWACS data 

•  Search means 

Determination of the search zone 
An international synergy 

•  State Oceanographic Institute 
•  National Oceanography Center 
•  Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution 

•  IFREMER
•  CNRS
•  SHOM
•  Mercator Ocean 
•  Météo France 
•  Etc.

Example of reverse-drift simulation 

B-52 Guam Accident (July 2008) 

ORION 56 kHz –900 m scale
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ROV dive 

LL: Field of small sea shells! 

Phases 1, 2 and 3 – Overall coverage 

Collecting and Analyzing more Data 

Dropping drift-measurement buoys (June 2010) 

Self-Locating Data 
Making Buoys (SLDMB) 

CEPPOL 

Anti-pollution centre 
(French Navy) 

Example of 
detections
(REMUS)

Anomalies (size 
approx 300 meters)

Other anomalies

B-52 Guam Accident (July 2008) 

ORION 56 kHz –900 m scale

Target Example 

ROV dive (TRITON) 
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First results after two weeks 

Data disseminated to the International community for scientific purposes 
(CORIOLIS central database) 

LL: Confirmation of the difficulties to model currents  

•  Search and Rescue costs (approx): 80 M€

•  Underwater search budget (three phases): 23 M€

•  Cost breakdown (approx) 

Cost Assessment 

Conclusions

•  A complex, long-lasting and demanding operation for the BEA and 
its partners 

•  Administrative rules are sometimes hard to deal with but of great 
help when there is tough competition 

•  Great support and solidarity from our international colleagues 

•  Made safety recommendations through the Flight Data Recovery
WG and the Triggered Transmission of Flight Data WG 

HLSC 2010, Conclusion 3/2 a)
“It is not acceptable that an accident cannot be 
completely investigated due to the lack of recorded data.” 

Thank you for your attention 
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Jean-Claude VITAL &
Olivier FERRANTE – BEA France

2nd ECAC Workshop on Underwater Recovery Operations
Larnaka, Cyprus - October 20 , 2010



 ’

 
 



 







Briefing notes on July 2nd, 2009
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Briefing notes on July 2nd, 2009



30% slopesBathymetry (SHOM)

The previous Flash Airlines 
Recovery Operation Report helped 
in allocating resources for the 
underwater search (here obtaining 
the support of the Beautemps
Beaupré oceanographic vessel)
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It is crucial to be prepared to deal with Human Remains (HR)

A triangulation was made at the 
bottom of the sea to recover the 
pinger

 The FDR’s ULB could not be heard 
with the ROV hydrophone, nor was it 
ever found

CVR’s ULB recovered onboard the ship


 

 


 

Distance pinger-CVR 
memory module= 136 m
Distance FDR chassis-FDR 
memory module= 170 m
Total covered search area: 
350 x 400 m =  140,000 m²
(20 soccer fields)

BEA1



19 days

LIMASSOL



Directional hydrophone
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Recorders should have stayed as far as 
possible in fresh water to limit corrosion
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Jean-Claude VITAL &
Olivier FERRANTE – BEA France

2nd ECAC Workshop on Underwater Recovery Operations
Larnaka, Cyprus - October 20 , 2010



 







 









Ocean Alert

USS Ramage

Only one signal !

BEA preliminary map
valid on February 2nd at 07:00 pm
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On board  the Ocean Alert

Debris field
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1

Follow-up of BEA recommendations

NEVER AGAIN! 

For this purpose, BEA made the following recommendations 
in its 2nd interim report: 

- extend as rapidly as possible to 90 days the regulatory transmission time 
for ULB’s installed on flight recorders on airplanes performing public 
transport flights over maritime areas; 

2

Follow-up of BEA recommendations

- make it mandatory, as rapidly as possible, for airplanes performing public 
transport flights over maritime areas to be equipped with an additional ULB
capable of transmitting on a frequency (for example between 8.5 kHz and 
9.5 kHz) and for a duration adapted to the pre-localisation of wreckage; 

- study the possibility of making it mandatory for airplanes performing 
public transport flights to regularly transmit basic flight parameters (for 
example position, altitude, speed, heading). 

In addition, the BEA recommends that ICAO: 

- ask the FLIRECP(19) group to establish proposals on the conditions for 
implementing deployable recorders of the Eurocae ED-112 type for 
airplanes performing public transport flights. 

3

Report Flight Data Recovery WG 

Rationale and cost/benefit analysis 
for:
 ULB (90 days and low frequency),
  regular transmission of data, 
  deployable recorders 

at

http://www.bea.aero/en/enquetes/flight.af.447/
flight.data.recovery.working.group.final.report.p

df

4

These recommendations have been examined 
inside the 

FLIRECP ICAO Secretariat Working Group 
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5

FLIRECP Agenda and Members

6

Underwater locator beacons 

Applicable to: Annex 6 Part I Appendix 7 
1.    General requirements 

 1.1    The  flight recorder systems containers shall: 

   a)  be painted a distinctive orange or yellow colour; 

 b)  carry reflective material to facilitate their location; and 

 c)  have securely attached an automatically activated underwater locating device 
operating at a frequency of 37.5 kHz. At the earliest practicable date but not later 
than 1st January 2018, this device shall operate for a minimum of 90 days.

7

Underwater locator beacons 

Applicable to: Annex 6 Part I 

6.5.3 All aeroplanes on long range over-water flights 

……. the following equipment shall be installed in all aeroplanes

……..c)  from 1st January 2018, on all aeroplanes of a maximum certificated take-off mass 
of over 27 000 kg, a securely attached underwater locating device operating at a 
frequency of 8.8 kHz. This device shall operate for a minimum of 30 days. 

Note —the 8.8 kHz underwater locating device should not be installed in wings or 
empennage.

Note — Underwater Locator Beacon (ULB) performance requirements are as contained in 
the SAE AS8045A, Minimum Performance Standard for Underwater Locating 
Devices (Acoustic) (Self-Powered), or equivalent documents. 

8
Continuous or triggered transmission of flight data 

Applicable to: Annex 6 Part I 

6.5.3 All aeroplanes on long range over-water flights 

…..d) with a maximum certificated take-off mass of over 27 000 kg for which the type
certificate is first issued on or after 1 January 2018, a means of automatically 
transmitting sufficient information to determine the position of an accident over 
water to within 4 NM. 

       e) with a maximum certificated take-off mass of over 27 000 kg for which the 
individual certificate of airworthiness is first issued on or after 1 January 2020,
means of automatically transmitting sufficient information to determine the position 
of an accident over water to within 4 NM. 

Note: An ELT integrated in a deployable recorder or transmission of data may be 
examples of means of compliance. Transmission under water is not considered 
acceptable as a means of compliance.
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10
Other recommendation considered: 

“that SAR services drop immediately after the crash 
drifting buoys equipped with a localisation system”

Results after two weeks (June 2010) 

11 

Pan Am B707 Accident off Tahiti on 22 July 1973 

•  Already safety recommendations on deployable 
recorders and longer duration for ULBs 

9

Next steps 

  The Technical Commission of the Assembly 

  endorsed the planned ICAO activities contained therein 

  urged States and other stakeholders to take the measures called for 
in the recommendations 

  also asked the Council to take into consideration the ….possibility of 
speeding up the work and the need to follow a risk-based approach.”

  A preliminary review from the ANC will take place beginning 2011 

  Comments from States in 2011 

  Final review from ANC end 2011 

  Publication of the new version of Annex 6 in 2012 

❏❏❏
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annex 2
Workshop partIcIpants

COUNTRY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 NAME

Albania Genci Resuli

Belgium Luc Blendeman
 Henri Metillon 

Croatia	 Dinko Vodanovic 
 Elvira Pankasz

Cyprus Costas Orphanos 
 Ioannis Loizou
 Charilaos Dellas
 Irene Antoniou

Czech	Republic Pavel Strubl
 Stanislav Suchy

Denmark Martin F. Puggaard

Estonia	 Jans Haug

France                                      Jean-Paul Troadec 
                                                   (Chairman) Paul-Louis Arslanian 
 Olivier Ferrante

Germany Thomas Kostrzewa

Hungary Laszlo Meszaros
 Ferenc Pataki
 Tamas David
 Lorand Kugyela
 Lazlo Szentesi
 

Ireland Jurgen Whyte
 Leo Murray

Italy Mario Colavita

Latvia Ivars A. Gaveika

Luxembourg Marc Determ

Netherlands Wim Furster
 Maarten Vlag

Norway Inge S. Arnesen 

Portugal Arthur Pereira
 Antonio Barros

Spain Belen Andres
 Nestor Perales
 Javier Saez
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Switzerland Olivier de Sybourg

United	Kingdom Adrian Burrows
 Adrian Cope
 James Wards
 Mark Loughlin

ORGANISATIONS

ACSA Hubert Thomas
 Jean-Loup Barrère

AEA Albert Urdiroz

ATLAS	MARIDAN Jesper Baunsgaard

EDT	OFFSHORE Matthew Webb

FUGRO	SURVEY Eric Robertson

ITALIAN	COAST	GUARD	HEADQUARTERS Valerio Mazzarino

PHOENIX	INTERNATIONAL Steven Saint-Amour

SEABED	AS Hans Martin Gravdal
 Frode Gaupaas

WILLIAMSON	&	ASSOCIATE Colin Stewart

OBSERVERS

China Bi Yuantao
 Jiang Yan
 Wu Anshan
 Geng Jianxin

Egypt Hazem Amer

 Emad Gendy

Lebanon	 Fadi Abi Farraj

Morocco	 Mbarek Lfakir

Singapore Chow W. Chong
 Bryan Siow
 Arik Tan
 

Tunisia Khélifa Ezzine

SECRETARIAT

Peter Kirk — Deputy Executive Secretary
Monique Inizan — Assistant
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annex 3

Workshop prograMMe
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